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Voice o f the Students

Thursday, D ecem ber 10,1992

MSC to become
more handicapped
accessible
by Glenn Steinberg

Two students charged
with possession of
controlled substance
by Jeanlne Rybeck
Two Clove Road residents are be
ing faced with charges of using a con
trolled substance after they were found
using marijuana in their apartment on
Nov. 30.
Wade Whitehead of Pennsville and
Jonathan Frank of Bergenfield report
edly had marijuana in their possession
when Maureen Gallagher, director of
Clove Road Residence Life, went to their
apartment after receiving a call from
someone who "smelled an odor" in the
unit. The residents were then reported to
Campus Police.
Dean Martin, who had just be
come aware of the situation a few days
ago, said that the students had not yet
been issued a penalty from the MSC
administration.
"In past occurrences, we have sus
pended the students from housing, and if
they'd committed additional offenses

such as distributing or selling, they were
suspended from the college," he said.
Martin also added that the school
has "done everything to indicate to the
students that this should not be going
on," including sending flyers home to
parents to inform them that the adminis
tration is concerned about drug abuse on
campus.
Sgt. Debra Newcombe of Campus
Police echoed these sentiments, stating
that the campus police are not ignoring
the feet that "a drug problem does exist
on campus. It's not an outstanding prob
lem, but it is brought to our attention
throughout the year and we're working
on it"
The defendents had no comment
regarding these charges. The hearing of
the case is scheduled for Dec. 16 at Little
Falls Municipal Court.

MSC will have to become more
handicap accessible in the near future
because of the Americans With Disabili
ties Act (ADA) that goes into effect
soon.
On Dec. 3, a meeting was held
between members of Facilities, Facili
ties Planning, and Administration and
Finance to discuss compliance issues of
the ADA.
According to Thomas Stepnowski,
Assistant Vice President of Facilities,
the buildings now vary in accessibility.
Older buildings such as College
Hall, Russ Hall and Moorehead Hall are
not as accessible for the handicapped as
the newer ones such as the Student Cen
ter and Blanton Hall, stated Stepnowski.
Stepnowski said that MSC has al
ways complied with federal and state
laws, and now that the laws are being
updated, they too will be followed.
Jerome Quinn, Director of Facili
ties Planning, is in charge of doing the
building audits and determining what
alterations have to be done.

Quinn said that some problems
will be alleviated by the installment of
elevators in buildings such as College
Hall, Russ Hall and Moorehead Hall.
According to Quinn, one solution
is electric doors, which will be put into
Spargue Library and the academic build
ing.
Another solution that MSC will
use is the replacement of traditional door
knobs with levers that can be more easily
turned, said Quinn.
The buildings that are presently
being built will be totally handicapped
accessible, being built with elevators and
electric doors, stated Quinn.
Although no dates are set on when
these alterations will be completed, Ed
ward Martin, Dean of Student Affairs,
said that if it is law, it will be done.
In the summer of 1990, President
George Bush signed into law the ADA.
The act will impact most employers in
the U.S. when it goes into effect this
year.

Americans With Disabilities Act
Purpose
Stated that the purposes o f the act
were to “provides clear and comprehen
sive national mandate for the elimination
o f discrimination against individuals with
disabilities; to provide clear, strong, con
sistent enforceable standards addressing
discrimination against individuáis with
disabilities"; to ensure that the federal
government played a central role in en
forcing the standards established under
the act; and “to invoke the sweep of
congressional authority, including the
power to enforce die 14tb Amendment
and to regulate commerce, in order to
address the major areas o f discrimina
tion faced day-to-day by people with
disabilities.”
Title M - Public Accomodations
New construction. Deemed dis
criminatory the failure to design or con
struct facilities for first occupancy later
than 30 months following the date of
enactment that were not readily accessihle to and usable by individuals with
disabilities, except whenhanentity could
demonstrate that it was structurally im
practicable to meet the requirements of

standards set forth in regulations to put
the act into effect.
Alterations of existing facilities.
Required that alterations to a facility or
any part o f it “to the maximum extent
feasible” raid er the facility readily ac
cessible to and usable by individuals
with disabilities, including those who
used wheelchairs. Where an entity was
altering an area of the facility containing
a primary fimetion, such as the ticket
counter of a bus terminal, it required the
entity to make the alterations so feat, to
the maximum extent feasible, the path of
travel to the altered area and the bath
rooms, telephones and drinking foun
tains serving the remodeled area were
readily accessible to and usable by indi
viduals with disabilities. The latter re
quirement would not apply in cases in
which alterations to the paths o f travel
were disproportionate to the overall al
terations to the paths of travel were disproportionatetG the overall alterations in
terms of cost and scope (as determined
under criteria established by the attorney
general).

Memorial Services for
Dennis B. Eaton, will
be set fo r Wednesday,
December 16 at 4 p.m.
in the Studio Theatre.
The M SC C oncert
Band will be perform
ing at St. Peter's Ca
thedral in Citicorps,
New York City on Sun
day, Dec. 13,1992 at
7:30 p.m.
CLUB presents, Win
ter Ball '92 "Midnight
Magic", on Dec ember
10, 1992 from 7p.m.
to 12p.m. Admission
is Twenty dollars.
The Union fo r L es
bian! Gay, B isexual
concerns is holding
meetings on Mondays
at 4p.m. in R.M. 413
in the Student Center.

C om piled by T.S. Law ton from The New York Times, The Herald, The Star Ledger, The Record, and CNN.

NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
Seven people were publicly be
headed after Friday prayers in
Saudi Arabia. A heroin smug
gler and a murderer, whose
victim ’s children refused pay
m ent to spare his life, were
executed.

Thom as H agan o f Paterson,
New Jersey was denied parole
and ordered to continue serv
ing his life sentence for his kill
ing o f Malcolm X in 1965. He
will next be eligible for parole
in 1994.

Serbian troops were moved into
the western half o f Sarejevo
Saturday as Bosnian forces ran
out o f ammunition.

A principal in Richmond, Vir
ginia, Sylvia Richardson was
ordered to stop “clustering”
black and white students into
seperate classes. She cited so
cial and emotional reasons for
segregating the students by
race. Twelve percent o f the stu
dent body is white. The order
came from the Schools Super
intendent.

France banned a book sympa
thetic to the Nazi SS by saying
it could endanger public order.
Fight Facism with Facism.
Rockets and artillery shells ex
p lo d e d
anew
a c ro ss
A fghanistan’s capitol, K abu:
Shiite Muslims and forces loyal
to the interim governm ent
clashed.
A British hospital manager who
was running a hospital in Saudi
Arabia has been sentenced to
50 lashes for swearing at his
staff. He is appealling the deci
sio n . H e w ill be p u b lic ly
flogged with a bamboo cane if
he loses his appeal. He was
arrested by religious police af
ter an argument in which he
swore at Saudi employees.

President George Bush has or
dered 30,000 American troops
to invade Somalia. The reasons
he gave were the attempt to
restore order so food shipments
can g et to w here they are
needed. Currently, they are be
ing hijacked by rival gangs in
Som alia’s Civil War.
A near-blizzard unexpectedly
paralyzed parts o f M assachu
setts, e sp e c ia lly B erk sh ire
County, late Friday into early
Saturday. Up to 17 inches of
snow fell. W inter also made
it’s presence known with an
unexpected ice storm over
northern Dixie early Sunday.

LOCAL
The Mutual Benefit Life Insur
ance Company reached a deal
with New Jersey, New York,
the National Organization of
Life and Health Insurance Guar
antee Associations. The deal
boosts the interest payments
from 3.5% to 5%, but limits that
period to seven yeans instead of
twelve.
Ex-Mayor Joseph Lipari was re
moved from office last week by
the Passaic City Council. Some
Wayne residents and officials re
counted the stigma that surrounds
having politicians convicted of
corruption. Wayne suffered the
same fate as Passaic in 1989, when
then Mayor Louis Messercola
pleaded guilty to corruption
charges.
The towns of Rochelle Park,
Maywood, Hasbrouck Heights,
Wallington, Garfield, Woodridge
and Lodi met Monday to discuss
consolidating municipal services
to meet the budget crunch with
out raising taxes. Consolidating
Municipal Courts and Public
Works Departments were the
main topics.
Drive by shootings in Paterson
have soared to 60 already this
year. Paterson police say some
shootings are over gang territory
as in New York and Los Angeles,
but most are to gain elevation in
the ranks of what the members
call “posses.”

CORRECTIONS

Cloudy, showers
Low: 13
High: 24

THURSDAY

Freezing, Snow
Low: 22
High:32

FRIDAY

W indy, snow
Low:29
High: 32

SATURDAY

Partly Cloudy
Low: 17
High: 34

SUNDAY

Cloudy
Low: 19
High: 36

MONDAY

In last week's article ,
Deborah Yacowbiar was not
listed among the angry
petitioners.
Last week's front page
should have read December 3,
1992.
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Women fs
basketball game
sight of altercation
by liana Rosenbluth
and Kelly J. Schab
Shortly after the Mont
clair State women’s basketball
team had finished their Sat. Nov.
28 game against Rowan Col
lege, a fight broke out in the
girls’ locker room.
It is alleged that words
were exchanged between the
two teams during the game and
(he confrontation did not end on
the court.
“Tempers flared after the
game and words led to push
ing,” said Head Coach Alice De
Fazio.
Fans were also involved
in the fight.
It was a brief altercation,
broken up by outsiders and cam
pus security.
The starting Point Guard
at Montclair State, Cindy Pol
ing, a senior, was asked not to
participate with the team tem

porarily, pending an investiga
tion into her alleged involve
ment in the fight.
As a result, Poling was
not able to play in three games
including the Dial Soap Basket
ball Classic, in which the team
placed second.
Poling was in uniform for
last night’s game at Trenton
State.
Joy Reign, the Athletic
Director at Rowan College said
during a phone interview, “The
problem is being handled
through the administration, and
we are satisfied the situation is
over and done with.”
“It was an unfortunate in
cident,” added De Fazio.
There were no injuries and
no charges have been filed as of
yet.
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Social Security
numbers as ID's a
risk for theft
by Allssa Vallante
The use o f Social Se
curity numbers (SS#) as a
means of identification poses
a financial threat to the stu
dents of Montclair State Col
lege, as well as college stu
dents in general.
The identification num
ber, SS#, is printed on ICards, schedules, tuition bills,
and all other official collegerelated documents. Students
are subject to num erous
crimes related to the access
of this information.
Dr. Edward M artin,
Dean of Students, said, “I have
heard of every type of crime
that could occur using differ
ent forms of ID. Montclair State
College takes pretty good pre
cautions to prevent the release
of readily identifiable material,
but if it is really desired, the
person will get it.” A student
here at Montclair State is a re
cent victim of one such crime.
The victim ’s SS# was ob
tained, and a credit card was
opened in their name. The vic
tim was notified, at the begin
ning of the semester, that this
credit card fraud had been tak
ing place for a year. Over
$2000.00 was charged to the
card, although the actual in
ventory ofpurchase is unknown
at this tim e. The v ictim ’s
present credit is now ruined for
at least the next three years.
The victim is now wait-

ing for a release from the credit
card company and when it is
received, will be able to reveal
more information about the situ
ation. A court case is pending.
Sgt. Debbie Newcombe,
of Campus Police, said, “I un
derstand this credit card fraud is
going on,” but no action can be
taken until the campus police
are notified and a formal com
plaint is filed.
The victim has every in
tention of filing a report with
campus police after the release
from the credit card company is
received.
T his, u n fo rtu n a te ly ,
means that students must keep a
close watch on all of their iden
tification, even when in their
own home or room. One ray of
hope in this criminal society is
the careful watch that is kept by
the Residence Life Department.

Before obtaining your
own I-Card, you must present a
valid NF driver’s license and a
current MSC schedule. During
freshm an orientation, your
name must be in the list of
labels generated by Residence
Life. This information was fur
nished by Kevin Rakowsky,
Assistant Director of Residence
Life.
Dean M artin also said
that the SIS, Student Informa
tion System, which hold all of
the students’ information, has
limited access within the col
lege. The only departments
which do have access are Resi
dence Life, the Registrar, and a
few board members. Dr. M ar
tin believes that the college is
sometimes more discrete than
it needs to be, but they are only
trying to protect the students.

Alumni Association
Awards to be given
by Kelly J. Schab
and Glenn Steinberg
The Montclair State Col
lege Alumni Association is sup
porting two types of award pro
grams this year. “The first is the
traditional Alumni Association
Scholarship with emphasis on
academic proficiency and ser
vice to the college and/or com
munity,” as quoted in the letter
The new program, the
Undergraduate Service Award
Program, doesn’t require as high
alevel of academicproficiency,
but emphasizes greater partici
pation in college and commu
nity activities. The awards this
year will be approximately one

half year’s tuition costs for a
student in full time attendance
for the 1993-1994 academic
school year. To be eligible, stu
dents must have completed 58
undergraduate semester hours as
of September 1992. There will
be ten full time scholarships and
ten full time service awards in
troduced for next fall.
Selection of recipients will
be based upon cumulative Grade
Point Averages, College activ
ity participation, community
activities and a writing sample
that includes a statement of the
applicant’s academic objectives.

For students interested,
the address ofthe Alumni House
is: 34 Normal Avenue (across
the street from the football field).
These applications must be sub
mitted to the Alumni Office by
Feb. 15 of the year of submis
sion.
Recipients will then be
invited to attend an awards Re
ception in May 1993.
The Montclair State Col
lege Alumni Association exists
to serve the college, students,
faculty and alumni through pub
lications, service projects and
educational programs.
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Touch the World Around You...

Ulhot is the Best Port of Working
for Residence life?
■

L esley H arm on

Scott Farrell

S tacey W eeks

Assistant Manager of Desk
Operations / Blanton H all

Resident Assistant
Bohn H all

Desk Assistant
Webster Hall

" I g e t to w o r k w it h a lo t o f

" H e lp in g re s id e n ts in th e ir tim e

" T h e g re a t d iv e r s ity o f p e o p le

r e a lly g re a t p e o p le a n d I ’ve

o f need a n d b e in g th e re to h e lp

th a t y o u g e t to m eet a nd

m ade a lo t o f fr ie n d s .”

o th e r s ta f f m e m b e rs .

b e co m e fa m ilia r w it h . ”

08«T1VH

Allen Langer

Edgar O ropeza

Chris G uido

Desk Assistant
Stone Hall

Unit Manager
Clove Road

Student Assistantfor Facilities
Bohn H all

" I t ’s c o n v e n ie n t to w o r k in th e

" T h e s k ills th a t I le a rn w o r k in g

“ I lik e c o m in g th r o u g h in to u g h

b u ild in g th a t I liv e in a n d 1 g e t to

lo r R e sid e n ce L ife a re th e s k ills

s itu a tio n s a n d h e lp in g re sid e n ts

d o m y s tu d y in g w h ile I w o r k . ”

I 'll need fo r th e re s t o f m y lif e .”

g e t th r o u g h th e n ig h t.”
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NEWS:
S G A p re sid e n t a n d B O T
rep s d isc u ss sta te b u d g et
by Kelly J. Schab

G ouri Sadhw ani, presi
d en t o f the S G A , in her
p resid en t’s report told o f her
road trip to T renton w ith two
o ther legilators.
T hey w ere at the state's
capital to com bat the increase
in tuition in 1993 w ith the
G overning B oard A ssocia
tion.
"It was a very good ex 
perience, we learned alot but
w e're not going to do exactly
w hat they asked us. W e are
not going to us the students
as tools," stated Sadhw ani.
S he b rought to the at
tention o f the SG A that the

"state colleges are the low 
est priority in the state b u d 
g et” even though "60% o f
people graduating from col
leg es in N ew Je rse y are
graduating from state co l
leges."
"In 1993, all assem bly
seats are up fo r election and
it's a good tim e to lobby,”
S adhw ani said.
S a d h w a n i
alsoreccom m ended that all
inform ation from the G B A
b e sent to all students to keep
them up to date on the GBA's
doings.
T h e C om m ittee C hair

m eeting was held on T u es
day were they evaluated their
position and brainstorm ed
for new ideas. In the spring,
there w ill be m ore o f these
m eetings w hich w ill be held
every three or fo u r weeks.
D uring the cabinet re 
ports, it was reported that at
the B oard o f T rustees m eet
ing, today, the first ever re 
port from graduate students
w ill b e p re se n te d to th e
board.
A new $450,000 re 
ce iv in g b u ild in g co n tra ct
w ill be presented as w ell as a
reccom m endation to build a

new running track.
O ne o f th e stu d en t
trustees said that the b uild
ing is not a priority though
the adm inistration said that
it w ould save $100,000 a
year in the long run because
they could then buy in bulk.
T h e stu d e n t tru stee
also said that the adm inis
tration needs to w ork out a
new system fo r the old re 
ceiving b u ild in g such as
guarding and inventory, etc.
T he m ural project as
reported last w eek is under
way. T he A rt D epartm ent
is requesting sketches from
artists. A ll M SC students
are eligible.
A lso, the Art C arved
rin g s a le s c h o lo rs h ip is
opened to all Sophom ores
and Juniors w ith a 2.4 GPA.
D uring com m ittee re 
ports, the A cadem ic A ffairs
co m m ittee re m in d e d the
legislators that the library
surveys are due Friday.
It was brought up d ur
ing open forum by L eg isla
tor K im C arpenter that a
state o f the art physical fit
ness facility is un d er w orks
at T renton State, K ean C ol
lege, Jersey C ity State, and
right here at M SC. T he
facility w ould boost recruit
m ent and M SC's im age.

1992

S a d h w a n i
re c c o m m e n d e d th a t th e
p e o p le w o r k in g o n th e
project create a survey so
that they can be sure that the
students are w illing to pay
the $20 per sem ester/ $40
p er year m em bership fee.
T h e p ro p o se d h o u rs
w ould be from 6am to 1 1pm
and it could be co m pleted as
early as 1993.
T h e b ill to grant the
A ssociation o f Indians was
carried as w ell as the bill to
grant the C aribbean Student
O rganization a charter.
T h e bill to co-sp o n so r
the Phi B eta Sigm a party for
hospitalized ch ildren was
carried. T he SG A will ap 
propriate $ 1000 to the o rg a
nization for gifts and party
favors. T he party will be
held on 1pm, Sat D ec 19 at
St. Joseph's H ospital.
A bill to appropriate
$500 to the W om en in h is
tory and atheletics was also
carried. T h e organizers are
expecting television and ra 
dio coverage. Som e o f the
ev en t's fu n d s are co m in g
from the W om en's C enter
and w ill help defray the p ro 
jected $ 2700 cost w hich in 
cludes the perform er's travel
and living expenses.

Solutions from your Apple Campus R eseller
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks that more college
students choose Macintosh than
any other computer. They’d want
you to be in good company.
Ask for an Apple®Macintosh*computer this holiday season and
join all of the students who’ve discovered that no matter what they
do, Macintosh helps them do it better and faster. That’s because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And the thousands of available software
applications work in a single, consistent way. So once you’ve learned
one, you’re well on your way to learning them all. The advantages
of Macintosh don’t end when school does. In fact, the majority of
Fortune 1000 companies use Macintosh computers! So ask your
Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macintosh to put
at the top of your holiday gift list.

Macintosh. It’s more than a present, it’s a future.

For further inform ation visit

The College Store
Lower Level - Student Center Building
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks o f Apple Computer, In i MS-DOS is a registered trademark, and Windows a
trademark, o f Microsoft Corporation. ‘ Based on a survey conducted by Com puter Intelligence, 1991.
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Score With the College Store!
The college Store is sponsoring a season M of challenges and excitement
for the 1992/1993 Men's and Women's Basketball Seasons. At half-time
of each home contest (excluding the Dial Classic), five lucky contestants
will be chosen from the crowd to participate in a shooting contest They
will each be given two attempts to do the following:
Make a shot from the foul line - Win a Montclair State
T-shirt!
I f you m ake a fo u l shot, you can risk the T -shirt a n d try a shotfrom
the three-point line.

Make a shot from the three-point line - Win a Montclair
State Sweatshirt!
I f you m ake the three-point shot, you can risk the sw eatsh irt a n d try
a shotfrom h a lf court.

Make a shot from half court - Win a $100.00 gift certificate
from the College Store!
___

.v~-

Schedule o f Home Games
Saturday, November 28 vs. Rowan College Women at 5 pm, Men at 7 pm
Monday, November 30 Men vs. Upsala College, 7 pm
Saturday, December 5 Men vs. Stockton State College, 7:30 pm
Saturday, December 12 vs. Jersey City Women at 5 pm, Men at 7 pm
Monday, December 14 Women vs. University of Bridgeport, 7 pm
Wednesday, January 6 Women vs. Stockton State College, 7 pm
Wednesday, January 13 vs. Kean College, Women at 6 pm, Men at 8 pm
Saturday, January 23 vs, William Paterson, Women at 5 pm, Men at 7 pm
Wednesday, January 27 vs. Ramapo, Women at 5:30 pm, Men at 7:30 pm
Monday, February 8 Men vs. Centenary College, 7:30 pm
Wednesday, February 10 vs. Trenton State, Women at 6 pm, Men at 8 pm
Wednesday, February 17 vs. Rutgers Newark, Women at 5:30, Men at 7:30
Saturday, February 20 vs. Rutgers Camden, Women at 5 pm, Men at 7 pm
ATHLETICS AND THE COLLEGE STORE-TEAMING UP FOR
EXCITEMENT

T he M ontclarion
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ten minutes whichdisrupted the
peace. Cantrell met with the
victim and her father, as did
Director Caslitre on 12/4/92 in
the morning. The investigation
is continuing.

moved the twig and recom
mended that she go to the Health
Center for treatment and a teta
nus shot. She was taken to the
Health Center by responding
police.

Criminal Mischief
12/8/92 Patrolling of
ficers found a car broken into
but no theft was reported. The
vehicle belongs to a female resi
dent of Blanton Hall.

Follow-Up Information
A male student is being
released from Mountainside Hos
pital either late 12/4 or early 12/
5/92. He was charged on Mon
day, 12/7/92 with possession of
controlled substances (mari
juana) for the incident which oc
curred on 12/1/92 in the Student
Center.

Intrusion Alarm
12/5/92 The Finley
Hall computer room alarm was
activated by a student who en
tered through an opened back
door. The responding officer
secured the room.
Theft
12/4/92 A resident of
Blanton Hall reported the theft of
a wallet left briefly unattended in
the library.
12/4/92 A resident of
Bohn Hall reported the theft of a
wallet left briefly unattended in
the library.
12/5/92 A female stu
dent reported the theft of her
wallet while left briefly unat
tended in the library.
12/7/92 An employee
reported thatherwalletwas taken

between 11 AM and 2 PM from
Russ Hall.
Theft of Motor Vehicle
12/3/92 A male stu
dent reported that his car was
stolen from campus.
Harassment
12/3/92 A female stu
dent of Bohn Hall reported that
she was receiving harassing
phone calls from several females.
According to her, the callers made
nonsense comments, toldher that
they are watching her, that she
shouldn’t smoke, that she should
get a life and then hung up. No

suspects are reported.
Assault- Disorderly Person
12/3/92
Sherill
Cantrell, Director of Bohn, re
ported that a female of Bohn Hall
had been a victim of an assault
and harassment from her former
boyfriend, also ofBohnHall. She
reported that she had an argu
ment with him. He threw a lit
cigarette at her and continuously
banged on her door which dis
rupted the peace of Bohn. When
she came out of her room, he
ripped her shirt off of her and the
next morning he sounded his car
hom outside of the building over

7
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Fire Alarm
12/5/92 The Stone Hall
fire alarm was activated by smoke
coming from the heater/air con
ditioning unit. It was unplugged
and the alarm was reset.
Medical
12/7/92 A female stu
dent reported that while walking
to College Hall she felt a sharp
pain in her ankle. She walked to
her job on the third floor of Col
lege Hall and then realized she
had a small twig protruding from
her ankle. The Montclair First
Aid, Staff responded. They re

Court Cases:
12/8/92 State vs. MSC
Student,
Em ployee
and
Nonstudent
This case is schedueled to
be heard in West Paterson. It
involves an assault which oc
curred at a Latino Dance last
year.
12/8/92 State vs. Three
Females (all students)
This case is scheduled to
be heard in Little Falls. It in
volves MSC students, who all
got into a fight with a D.A. over
two of them being banned from
Residence Life for Policy viola
tions.

- ■

• Atlantic Community College
• Bergen Community College
• Brookdale Community College
• Burlington County College
• Camden County College
• Cumberland County College
• Essex County College
• Glassboro State College
• Gloucester County College
• Hudson County College
• Jersey City State College
• Kean College of New Jersey
• Mercer County College
• Middlesex County College
• Montclair State College
• Morris County College
• New Jersey Inst, of Tech.

• Ocean County College
• Passaic County College
• Ramapo College of New Jersey
• Raritan Valley College
• Rutgers, Newark
• Rutgers, New Brunswick
• Rutgers, Camden
• Salem Community College
• Stockton State College
• Sussex County College
• Thomas A. Edison State
• Trenton State College
• Union County College
• Warren County College
• William Patterson College
• Univ. of Med. & Dent. N.J.

12 Free College Credits Per Semester
at over thirty New Jersey institutions of higher learning.
The New Jersey Army National Guard in cooperation with over thirty New Jersey Institutions of higher learning offers you the
chance to receive up to 12 tuition free college credits per sem ester. In addition, the New Jersey Army National Guard will pay you up to
§ 7 0 per month with the Montgomery G I B I . To qualify, you must be a high school graduate or equivalent and be a member of the
National Guard in good standing. This is a great opportunity to serve your country, earn a good part-time salary and enjoy the benefits
of a higher education. Call your local recruiter
NEWJERSEY
for more information.

The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Disabled individuals
at MSCdeserve access
There are certain situations in life that cause great inconvenience for many such
as the obstacle course o f orange fences, mounds of earth and various construction
vehicles that have hindered our paths around campus recently. We groan a little,
complain a little more; nevertheless, we persevere and eventually reach our goal.
Many o f you may have noticed that we can Actually walk a nearly direct path from the
Student Center to College Hall these days. Miracles never cease.
However, there are other situations that cannot be so easily overcome. Imagine
navigating diligently through the M SC maze only to reach a building that you could
not enter. Or, if you were able to struggle through the front door, you are certain that
your wheelchair is o f little use when a staircase (the only access to the upper floors)
looms in front of y ^u. For physically-disabled members o f our college community,
students and faculty alike, this is a daily problem. However, the MSC skyline is not
the only thing changing on campus. Soon, all buildings on campus will be improved
to meet the standards set by the Americans W ith Disabilities Act, so that all buildings
on campus, new and old, will be readily accessible to individuals with disabilities.
Miracles never cease— again.
The Americans W ith Disabilities Act aims to eliminate discrimination against
individuals who are physically or mentally disabled. At MSC this means that all o f the
new buildings will be equipped with elevators, electronic doors and lever handles on
doors as opposed to traditional, round doorknobs. In addition, similar changes will be
made to older buildings on campus such as College and Moorehead Halls which have
previously been inaccessible, in varying degrees, to those members of our campus
community with disabilities.
It is a great injustice to handicapped individuals who cannot utilize certain areas
at MSC because they are only accessible to students, faculty and administrators who
are not discriminated against in such a subtle manner. No one should be denied any
service or experience in college simply because outdated buildings deny them physical
access.
We congratulate MSC for recognizing the needs of these members of our college
community and hope that the changes required to meet the standards o f the Americans
W ith Disabilities Act are instituted quickly. For many of us, a lever as opposed to a
round door handle, may seem like an insignificant change. For others, it is the key that
will open a door to a world of new experiences in our college life.

Eighth Page - $«0.00

Call the Business Office at 893-5237 for a frill listing of
discount packages.
Mail subscription requests and advertising insertions to:
The MontclarionfBusiaess Office
113 Student Center
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

...a drug problem does exist on
campus. It's not an outstanding
problem , but it is brought to our
attention throughout the year
and we're working on it.
...Sgt. Debra Newcombe, Campus Police, p. 1
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BY TBISH BABKEB
Telephone soliciters
deserve copy of Crucifucks
Well folks, this is my last
article of the semester. I must say
that I actually feel content for a
change. Which can be a problem
for me as an editorial writer, since
I don ’t care enough about anything
to make an issue out of it. So, I ’ll
make an issue out of a lot of little
things this time.
First, Tim Lawton. Quite
frankly, I have been rather indif
ferent to any criticism he has
made o f me. As far as his ar
ticle last w eek goes, all I can
say is, if the shoe fits, w ear it.
T here is no reason to be o f
fe n d e d by s o m e th in g th a t
d o e sn ’t apply to you. By the

w ay, there are other organized
religions besides Christianity.
Second, the Crucifucks. For
those of you who have never heard
of them (and there are probably a
lot of you), the Crucifucks are a
hardcore band that broke up some
time in the late 80’s and their
records are out of print. This is a
reason to be thankful. After listen
ing to the vocals of their whinyvoiced singer, I suddenly realized
why the Ramones never made
Johnny their lead singer.
Third, this year’s Presiden
tial election. I ’ve always hated cir
cuses.
Fourth, this whole issue

By Bob Winterrnute

Death penalty not the
answer to America 's crime
Last week I happened to be
flipping through the channels be
fore Mystery Science 3000 came
on and happened to chance upon
an interesting news item on CNN.
Apparently, a man was wrongly
convicted about ten ortwelve years
ago for the murder of another man
in Massachusetts during a liquor
store robbery. After all this time in
jail, the real perpetrator finally con
fessed to the crime, clearing the
man of all charges. Without going
into all the details, the one com
ment that struck me most was that
if the crime had occurred in an
other state then this innocent man
would most likely have received
the death sentence.
The realization that it is pos
sible for an innocent man to be
sentenced to death is very trou
bling. In the political climate to
day, it is very fashionable forpeople
to cry out for the death penalty.
Their argument holds that the death
penalty is a valid way to deter
violent crime. They say that if
people know that they will pay the
ultimate price for a crime, then
crime will just go away-like magic.
The problem with this argu
ment is that no real thought has
gone into why people commit crime
and the potential misuse of the

death penalty. The death penalty is
no “Magic Bullet” (pun intended).
Studies have shown that using the
death penalty is no real deterrent to
crime. Instead, all it does is clog up
the court system with endless ap
peals for leniency. Also, states
which have a death penalty do not
have a lower crime rate than other
states in the union. America’s crime
rate dwarfs that of other progres
sive democracies which do not have
the death penalty, such as Great
Britain, Germany and Japan.

about gays in the military. I wish is because they don’t look differ
that all these over-sexed ent from anyone else or act differ
homophobes would get a life. A ently. There is no need for science,
friend of a friend of mine is in the psychology or religion to explain
Navy. He told me that homosexu same-sex identification; it simply
als shouldn ’t be in the military. His is.
reasoning was that since all men
And speaking of homosexu
think about having sex with every als, number five on my list is that
girl they see, then gays surely must cartoon that went with my last col
think about having sex with every umn. I was extremely offended by
guy they see. To which I responded its implications, whether or not the
that just because he was oversexed artist intended to be homophobic
did not mean that all men were and (which he probably didn’t). In any
it certainly did
case, I do
not mean that gay
not want to
see
an
men were. It re
It really annoys other one
ally annoys me
when people say
me when people say like it.
The
that homosexual
that homosexual men sixth and
men want to have
want to have sex with final issue
sex with every
man they see or
every man they see or I will disthat they’re some
c u s s
that they're some type briefly is
type of weird,
of weird, child-molest telephone
child-molesting
perverts. For one,
solicitors,
ing perverts.
whether
homosexuals are
t h e y ’re
perfectly normal
selling
people; two, they
are no less manly because of their something or asking for donations.
same-sex identification; and three, No offense to those of you who do
they have always been in the mili this because you need a job, but I
tary, but no one has known it. This hate it when people call my house

and try to badger me into giving
them my credit card number. One
group, the Madison Kiwanis, called
my house 60 times in a one-week
period. I know this because I have
caller I.D. Ironically, my mother
had promised them a donation in
July, not due until December, with
the condition that they would stop
calling our house. The unfortunate
soul, who called us from Kiwanis
at 7:30 a.m., was unlucky enough
to get my sister who was visiting.
My sister has a temper that is worse
than mine and is equally brash to
obnoxious people. I won’t repeat
what she told this person.
We had another fun phone
call from United Cerebral Palsy
while we were sitting down to
Thanksgiving dinner. I don ’t know
about the rest of you, but as soon as
someone tries to push me into do
nating or buying something after
I ’ve saidno or that I ’d considerit at
another time, is automatically on
my sh-t list. I resent people trying
to manipulate me.
So, that’s it for 1992. I ’ll
probably be back next semester, to
the delight of a few and to the
disgust of many. Nos da!

sure that the Founding Fathers
would have shrunk from enacting
such a measure if crime was as
rampant in the Eighteenth century
as itis in 1992. The Second Amend
ment was written in response to a
very real threat of British invasion
of the new United States from
Canada and to protect Americans
living on the frontier. The Found
ing Fathers were against the con
cept of alarge standing army, since
precedent showed that large stand
ing armies eventually decided to
seize power for themselves. There
fore, by creating a civilian militia,
not only were we protected from
external threat, but also from the
internal threat of a coup d ’etat as
well.
Today however, the Second
Amendment has been twisted to
serve the interests of the few,
namely the gun trade lobby and the
National Rifle Association. Sell
ing arms in America is big busi
ness to gun manufacturers and

merchants. Any attempt to restrict
the flow of guns would only hurt
their business. And in the case of
the NRA, these ultra-conservative
patriots oppose any attempt to fur
ther the social welfare of all Ameri
cans. But they are quick to label as
“commie, pinko faggots” anyone
who tries to take away “the right to
bear arms.”
Ask any police officer in the
country what the main reason for
crime is today and they will tell
you that it is the proliferation of
guns. It’s easier, in many cases, to
go out on the street and buy a
standard military assault rifle than
it is to get a driver’s license. Which
brings up another point; what does
a legitimate hunter need with an
FN-FAL (Belgian military assault
rifle), Steyr-AUG (Austrian assault
rifle) or an AR-15 (American as
sault rifle)? W e’re talking about a
weapon that was designed for one
specific purpose, the taking of a
human life.This weapon also has
the capacity to fire off 30 rounds in
five seconds. And it requires a small
caliber, Teflon-jacket round that
not only can create a very big hole
in what you shoot at, but can also
pierce Kevlar vests. This is not a
hunting rifle, but an instrument of
mayhem.
And then there are handguns.
I ’m sorry, but there is no reason
why handguns should be available
to the buying public. More mur
ders and assaults are committed
with handguns than with any other
type of weapon. Why? They’re
easy to get, easy to conceal, and
easy to use. Kinda like a camera,
just point and shoot. People who
can’t get away with taking, say, a

Why is this? It is due, not to
the lack of'¿ uniform death pen
alty, but rather to the way that
violence has been legitimized in
America through popular culture.
It is possible , in one year, to wit
ness more violent acts on televi
sion or in theaters than are committedinreal life in Scandinavia. It
stands to reason that when young
people are shown that according to
popular culture, crime is not only
normal, but something that can
actually improve your financial and
social standing, kids will say, “Hey,
I can do that!” Add to this im
printed behavior, an irresponsible
attitude towards alcohol and other
drugs and you have a situation in
which kids not only think that crime
is how you get ahead in life, but
also that it’s fun.
Another problem is the pro
liferation of guns in America to
day. While the Second Amend
ment does grant the people the
right to keep and bear arms, I am
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Common Sense frompage9
sawed-off, twelve-gauge Remington pump or a Scorpion semi
automatic machine pistol to PS 101 have no problem with
bringing a .22 revolver to show o ff to their friends and enemies.
And metal detectors? No problem! Just pick up the latest
in ceramic and plastic hardware, the d o c k 17. Light, fashion
able and quite inaccurate, just the thing for those lunch room
shootouts!
The answer to America’s crime epidemic is not in throw
ing the death penalty at any person who does not fit in with what
we define as society. The fact is that while much lip service is
paid to the infallibility o f a jury of twelve men and women, these
people are just like anyone else, with their own biases and
prejudices. Thereis noironcladguarantee that the man convicted
of a crime and sentenced to death is the person who actually
committed the crime. By sentencing an innocent man to death,
society is just as wrong as the person who commits murder.
People say that such things are rare at best and dial society is
obligated, on occasion, to sacrifice one man for the benefit ofthe
whole. I would argue that a society that takes this view to life is
itself criminal and in doing so has taken upon itself the power to
judge that which is supposed to be reserved for a higher order.
If crime is to be fought successfully in the United States,

Iron Heel naughty or nice?
I am writing in response to
ChristinaTischio’s tasteless article
entitled Tischio' sT ips on Holiday
Shopping printed in the Dec. 3
issue of die Montclarion. I ’ve seen
many articles printed in our paper
spanning various degrees of qual
ity. Some are better than others,
which is obviously to be expected
when a newspaper is published by
students who work 25 hours a day.
My admiration and respect goes
out to the staff. However, I wish
the editors would be a
bit more discriminating
when it comes to the
quality and taste of the
articles they print.
Ms. Tischio’s ar
ticle was not just a col
lection of tips on holi
day shopping as the
headline claimed it to
be. She made a poor at
tempt at satirizing the
com m ercialization of
the Christmas holiday
season. Some of her
comments had a spite
ful, alm ost vengeful
tone through which she
managed to criticize and
judge various people
and situations. For ex
ample, one of her open
ing comments was di
rected to the “masses
[of] spoiled aristocrats”
here at MSC and advised them to
“hang [themselves] from [their]
highly decorated, freshly killed
trees...” First of all, Ms. Tischio,
who died and made you the ulti
mate judge of character? Secondly,
does the phrase “American Dream”
ring a bell? Isn’t it the point for

parents to earn money to provide
for their children in the best way
that they can? If the children becomespoiledby theirparents’ gen
erosity and don’t learn the value of
money, then that’s their problem,
not anyone else’s. And what do
you care? Obviously you do know
the value of a dollar. So please,
worry about your own welfare in
stead of bashing other people’s
good fortune.
My second point refers to

Thirdly, I ’d like to comment
on your lovers paragraph. I ’m very
sorry i f som e people have
unsatisfying sexlives and they have
to “fake that orgasm.” Some people
don’t need to fake it in order to
attain sexual gratification. Why give
advice that describes deceptive be
havior that could put more wedges
between two people? Isn’t love
tough enough without having to fool
your partner?
Ms. Tischio, What were you

thinking when you wrote
your article? Was it a satire

that horrible tale of your “Aunt
Mildred” (if she exists). It’s one
thing if you don’t like your aunt,
many people have family prob
lems. But must you announce to
your peers and teachers how you
plan to do her in? Sounds r * er
sick to me.

or a bitch session? Is your
life really that depressing
and non-existent (as you de
scribe other peoples’ lives)
that you must spew non
sense all over our paper,
trying to make others feel
miserable about their lives?
If so, get a diary! Read it to
yourself. No one wants to
hear it.
Finally, I ’d like to
wish the entire campus a
Happy Chanukah, Merry
Christmas and a very Happy
New Year. This is one stu
dent who will truly enjoy
her break after a taxing se
mester and I hope every
one, includingMs. Tischio,
,
can do the same. Let’s try
to spread good will and love
to others without resorting
to the negative and please, celebrate
in a safe way so everyone can return
to MSC in the spring to share their
memories, good and bad, of their
1992-93 winter break.

raise them with a d e a r understanding o f right and wrong.
Government on all levels is obligated to help the family in raising
children right, through Head Start programs, job training pro
grams for teens and cheaper higher education, finally, gun
control is vital to this, since i f it is not possible to obtain gups,
violent crime is restricted. The law-abiding citizen has nothing
to lose by gun control only the criminal does.
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The
College Store’s
ONLY YOU WILL KNOW
IT COULD BE 10, 20, OR

30 % OFF!*
* (S ee o fficial details)

November 30 - December 23,1992
STORE HOURS: MONDAY - THURSDAY (8:30 am - 8:00 pm) FRIDAY (8:30 am - 4:30 pm)
Official Details
1.) Secret sale lasts from November 30, 1992 to December 23, 1992. 2.) Discounts range is 10%, 20% and 30%. 3.) Customer is
eligible for a discount each time items are brought to the cash register. 4.) Discounts are applied to items valued at $10 or more;
except textbooks, computers, computer software and sale items. 5.) Discount only applies to merchandise initially brought to the cash
register. 6.) The College Store reserves the right to rescind offer at any time.
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Melanie Stroming (Nina) and
Michael Finn (Trigorin)
rehearse a scene from

The Seagull.

by Sandra Cammilleri
Anton Chekov’s classic play, The Seagull continues this weekend in the Studio Theatre of Montclair State. Presented by the Mainstage
Theater Series, this production of The Seagull features Stacy J. Rice, Andrew Watson, Kristianne Meyer, Gerald Amirault, Robert Vaccaro,
Matthew Horohoe, Melanie Rae Stroming, Stacey M. Roth, Carren DeBari, Melissa Pollard-Pentecost, Michael Finn, John Koeppl, and
Bernadette Cerami.
The story takes place in late 19th century Russia. As the characters reveal their inner turmoils and their struggles for self fulfillment and
recognition, Chekov toys with their emotions, creating tangled love affairs, seduction, passion, and the search for true love. It is centered around
the lives of four main characters: Aricadina, and aging actress of past fame, played by Melissa Pollard-Pentecost, Konstantin, a passionate,
aspiring writer played by Matthew Horohoe, Nina, a young country girl filled with illusions of fame played by Melanie Rae Stroming, and
Trigorin, a novelist and lover of Arkadina, played by Michael Finn.
Arkadina is a possessive woman who vicariously live through Trigorin. Trigorin and Konstantin are rivals of the pen. Both are frustrated
writers in their own right and both are in love with Nina. The only difference is that Konstantin’s love for Nina is much more real and substantial
than Trigorin’s lust and passing fancy for her. In turn, Nina is truly in love with Trigorin and doesn’t really love Konstantin as he loves her.
The result is a tragicomedy that climaxes into a dramatic end!!!
Directed by Ramon Delgado and Thomas Dheere (assistant director), this production o f The Seagull portrays beautifully the Chekovian
picture of humans trapped within the idealism of their inner worlds and victimized by the cruel realities of their outer worlds.
The costumes, designed by Jose Kenderish are a reflection of the attire worn during the turn of the century. Kenderish aptly uses fine details

Please turn to Seagull, page 23
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am pus

D o y o u a g r e e w it h t h e U .S .
b e in g s e n t to S o m a lia ?

Yes. If the troops are helping to
get the food, etc. to the Somalians,
they're supporting something good.
Yes, I agree. People in Somalia
are starving and they need our help.

Dylan Preziosi
Technology, Senior

Lauren Spatola
Early Childhood, Sophomore

I don't think it's a bad idea to help
people that are starving to death. I be
lieve it'll ease the problem of starva
tion, but it won’t change much else.
Joe Minotti
French Translation, Junior

I think that the U.S. is finally using
the armed forces for a good cause. I see
nothing wrong with helping the hungry,
especially the children. But, on the real
istic side, I believe there is a strategic plan
motivating such action. The politics be
hind it are much more influential than any
humanitarian reasons. It's sad, but true.
Jacqueline Hernandez
English, Freshman

social
12/11

Delta Xi Delta is having a Holiday

Party.

Alpha Iota Chi is selling greek small paddles and
boxes from 9-3 p.m. on Dec 10 and Dec. 15 in the Student
Center Lobby.

12/11 Sigma Delta Phi is having a Christmas
Party.

12/11 Sigma Tau Nu's

Friday, Dec. 11.

philanthropy
third annual Holiday

Party will be on Fri.,Dec. 11-Sat., Dec. 12.

12/17

Delta Xi Delta will be feeding the homeless in the
Phi Beta Sigma is having a party at middle of December.

Club Cheetahs in Paterson.

fundraising
Delta Xi Delta is selling Holiday Gifts, deliveries
made on campus. See any sister, Thurs., Dec. 10, we'll be
in Blanton Hall from 4-8 p.m.
Delta Xi Delta will be selling coupon books with
all of your favorite local restaurants, bars and many
more. Coming out Dec.7.
Alpha Iota Chi is having a bagel sale 8-2 p.m. on
Dec 16. in Partridge Hall.
Tau Kappa Epsilon is sponsoring a Pizza Raffle.
Buy a ticket for $ l and have a chance to win 10 free
pizzas from Pizza 46 with free delivery. See a brother or
call 5853 for a raffle ticket.

Alpha Iota Chi and T au Phi Beta will be sponsor
ing a Holiday Party for the children of Communication
Sciences and Disorders at the Clove Road School on

Theta Kappa Chi will he holding their annual toy
drive from Nov. 30 - Dec. 10. New and used toys are greatly
appreciated. They will be donated to a children's orphanage.
Zeta Phi Beta is having a Kwanzaa celebration on
Dec. 18, at the Isiaha House in East Orange.
On Dec. 17, the brothers of Sigma Phi Rho Fraternity,
Inc. is planning to have a Christmas Party with the children
of Youth Consultation Services of Newark. Further details
will follow for those who want to participate.

Phi Beta Sigma will be holding their Annual Toys for
Tots at UMD Hospital in Newerk.

Alpha Iota Chi also sponsors Ox Fam America,
a non-profit organization which supports Third-world
countries.
Sigma Tau Nu sorority will be acting like Santa
Claus, answering letters to Santa from handicapped
children, in an area school district.
Alpha Omega and Delta Chi, in conjunction
with the Make-A-Wish Foundation, are selling raffle
tickets for a Christmas tree with $1,000 of gift certifi
cates on it. Tickets are being sold all week for $2, or 3
or $5 at the Alpha Omega or Delta Chi tables. Please
help make a child's Christmas a little brighter.
Alpha Omega will be participating in the AIDS
Dance-A-Thon on Dec. 12.
Professional House is sponsoring a giving tree to
benefit a shelter for battered women and children from
Dec 7il6. Please donate gifts in rm.406 in the Student
Center.
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Players presents an
actors worst nightmare
by Johnny Blaze
Players presented the oneact plays Present Tense by John
Me Namara and The Actor's Night
mare by Christopher Durang on
Mondaynight, Dec.4th.
Present Tense was up first
with Jason Grote starring as Norm,
a paranoid teenager who’s not sure
about his relationship with his girl
friend Ann, played by Jennifer
Beck. It’s the night of the prom and
Norm is having visions of the past
and what he thinks might be going
on behind his back, which are pre
sented to us on the right side of the
stage. Norm’s room is on the left
and he often crosses the line be
tween imagination and reality. He
is also worried that Ann has re
united with her ex-boy friend Doug,
played by Jason Yudolf. Doug is
the school hero: captain of three
sports teams and editor of the

Phylicia Rashad will sing and dance the night away in Memorial
Auditorium.

Sean Carroll in Present Tense
school paper.
Norm is also tempted by his
dim witted friend Jerry, played by
Sean Carroll. Also appearing in
Present Tense were Andrea Caskey
as Maggie, a writer on the school
paper, and Laura, as the mothers

voice and a blonde.
After a short intermission,
TheActor's Nightmare began. This
story began with George, played
by Scott Friedman, wandering on
stage. Apparently a business man,
he is greeted by Meg the stage
manager, played by Andrea Caskey
who convinces him that he be
longs in the play. Nicole Oristina
performed by Sarah Siddons plays
the actress who doesn't understand
why George doesn't know his lines.
Laura Goode plays another actress
who is equally confused by
George's performance. The play
cascades through several scenes
from other plays like Private Lives
and Hamlet. Anthony Venditto
played H oratio and K evin
Schwoebel played the executive
who brings about a demise which
ends the play.
The two shows were ex
tremely well performed. The di
recting was top notch and innova
tive.

Cosby Show
perform at MSC
by Sandra Cammilleri
Phylicia Rashad performs
live on the stage of Memorial
Auditorium at Montclair State
on December 19, 8 p.m.! Best
known for her role as “Claire
Huxtable” on the ever popular
Cosby Show, this multi-faceted
actress/singer is revved up and
ready to perform a one night only
show forMontclair State’s SFPA
Great Events Holiday Spectacu
lar!
Prior to the show, Rashad
will preside as the honored guest
at a Gala Celebration from 5 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Room,
located on the 3rd floor of the
Student Center. Proceeds from
this event will benefit SFPA’s
arts programming.
Rashad holds a string of
credits long enough to wrap
around an eight foot Christmas
Tree! Among her many outstand

to

ing accomplishments, she gradu
ated Magna Cum Laude from
Howard University, was selected
as one of the 50 most powerful
women in America by “Ladies
Home Journal” magazine, is a
three time recipient o f the
NAACP Image Award for Best
Actress in a Comedy Series, and
has twice been awarded the
People ’s Choice Award for Most
Popular Actress on Network
Television.
Full of glitz, glamour, and
holiday glow, this talented lady
will perform her hew cabaret
act, singing and dancing the night
away! Don’t miss out on the
festivities this season. Come and
celebrate the holidays by enjoy
ing an evening of fabulous en
tertainment!!! Tickets are $20
general admission, $17 senior
citizens, $75 inclusive for the
gala and show. Group rates are
also available. Call 893-5112 for
more information.

Members in players act out Norm’s imagination

A Year and a H alf reveals two sides of Metallica
by Alex Castino
1991-92 were the years
that the mainstream finally found
Metallica. Selling nine million
records worldwide, packing stadi
ums from Moscow to the Meadowlands, and winning numerous
awards, it seemed that the listening
public has gotten over its fear of
harder music. These years also
saw the band release its most ac
cessible album to date and make
five videos for MTV (something
that this band had previously
avoided). Did their non-conform
ist ways finally come through to
the majority or did this San Fran
cisco band meet them halfway?
Does their recent mainstream ac
ceptance mean that they’ve sold
out? The answer may lie in their
newly released home video A Year

and a Half in the Life o f Metallica.
This two part, four hour
film by Adam Dubin shows two
sides of die Metallica life-style,

Angeles and Vancouver studios
with producer Bob Rock.
Rock displays production
techniques such as walls of foam
to get Metallica’s crunching gui
tar, or as he puts it, “that Hetfeild
god sound.” We also see creative
tensions flare between musicians
and the producer which makes the
video interesting.

the recording and the road. Span
ning the eighteen months plus that
made Metallica the monster that it
is today, the film shows virtually
every aspect of the tunes and the
touring that the foursome had ex
perienced.
Part one gives us the nine
monthproject ofmakingAfera/Zica,
the self titled fifth LP from vocalist/guitarist
J a m e s
H e t f i e 1d ,
Humorous moments arrive
drummer Lars
Ulrich, bassist
when they meet up with Spinal Tap
J a s o n
Newsted, and
guitarist Kirk
All in all in the first 96
H am m et. This tim e around
Metallica opted for simpler, one minutes we leam that putting to
riff songs as opposed to the multi gether such an album is a lot of
riff epics that they wrote in the work. From editing the drum tracks
past. The video shows how every to finding the right guitar solo,
thing from the recording, mixing, these guys put their time into this
mastering, mistakes, and manu project.
Part two gives us life on
facturing came together in Los

the road with the boys in black.
Although this was the year that
saw Metallica toy with commer
cialism, they still remain as fierce
as ever on stage. Included footage
of “Harvester of Sorrow”, “For
Whom the Bell Tolls”, and “Sad
But True” acts as evidence that
these guyshaven’tlostathinglive.
Most of the 140 minutes
of the second tape is filled with
behind the scenes footage. We
get the stag e set up, the
soundchecks, the road crew, the
fans, the stories, and of course
the band living out of hotel
rooms around the world. The
visual revolves around some of
the larger shows that the band was
a part of during their current tour,
such as; The Freddie Mercury
AIDS Benefit in London, the Mon
sters of Rock Festival in Moscow,
and their American stadium tour
w ith Guns ‘N R oses, w here
Hetfield lets the camera know what

he thinks of certain G ’NR members. Humorous moments arrive
when they meet up with Spinal
Tap who question where Metallica
got the inspiration for their “none
more black” album cover.
As Metallica knows well,
life on the road can be dangerous.
Back in 1986 they lost original
bassist Cliff Burton in a fatal bus
accident. Footage of Hetfield re
ceiving second degree bums from
an exploding stage prop in
Montreal is included.
Basically this interesting
film gives the viewer a better im
age of the band members and thendaily life of being in a rock band.
In conclusion I see a band that still
puts their hearts in their music and
their five shows. While many long
time fans may cry “sell out” be
cause of their recent success, this
one sees a band that still has its
integrity. Metallica has changed
since the 1983 days but so has the
mainstream.
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SUMMER SESSIONS 1993
MONTCLAIR STATE STUDENTS: AVOID DELAY! PICK UP
YOUR SUMMER SESSIONS CATALOG DURING LATE
MARCH. NO APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION IS REQUIRED
FOR MSC STUDENTS.
Registration opportunities available to Montclair State students
and Visiting Students from other regionally accredited colleges or
universities:

HEMG 470
Fam ily M anagem ent............. 3
HENU 255
Meal M anagem ent.................3
(m eets 6/1 -6/2 4 ,8 -1 1 :20 a.m.)
HETX 426
Apparel Design: F lirt Pattem . 3
(m eets 6/1-6/24,8-11:20 a.m.)

Management (201) 8934280
MGMT
MGMT
MGMT

273 Intro to Com put in B u sn...........3
363 Business and S o cie ty.............. 3
433 Entrepreneurship and
Innovation................................ 3

M arketing (201) 8934254
MKTG
MKTG
MKTG
MKTG

343 Direct M arketing....................... 3
344
Advertising Theory/Technqs .3
350
Pharmac & Health Care Mk ..3
499
Current Topics in M k g t.........3

M athem atics and Com puter Science
(201)893-5132
CM PT

ADVANCED REGISTRATION FOR ALL SESSIONS
• APRIL 6-221993 •

T hursday, D ecember 10,1992

CM PT
CM PT
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

FINC
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENLT
ENWR
ARGN
ARGN
ARGN

ARHS
ARHS
ARM T
ARM T

M usic (201)893-7212
MUPR

Additional Registration Opportunities for Individuals Who Do
Not Register Between April 6-22:

• Thursday, May 27, 2:00-6:30 PM, for Three-week PreSession courses and for courses in any other session that
begin after May 27
• Wednesday, June 9,2:00-6:30 PM, for Eight-Week Ses
sion and Ten-Week Saturday Session courses and for courses
in any other session that begin after June 9
• Wednesday, June 23, 2:00-4:00 PM, for Six-Week Ses
sion courses and for courses in any other session that begin
after June 23
• Wednesday, August4,2:00-4:00 PM,forThree-week PostSession courses and for any other courses that begin after
August 4
VISITING STUDENTS DO NOT file an Application for Admission
to Montclair State but DO need written permission from their
respective colleges or universities to register for summer courses.

Students accepted by a regionally accredited college or
university to begin their studies in the 1993 Fall semester follow
Visiting Student registration procedures.
This is a preliminary listing of courses and programs, and is
subject to minor changes. Complete registration and schedule
information is published in the 1993 Summt Sessions Catalog
available in late March.
A student may take one 3 semester hourcourse during theThreeweek Pre-Session, a total of 9 semester hours during any
combination of the Six-Week, Eight-Week and Ten-Week Sat
urday sessions, and one 3 semester hour course during the
Three-week Post-Session.
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
Three-Week Pre-Session
Most courses meet during the day
Mon.-Thurs., June 1-17
General time frames:
8-11:25 a.m., 9 a.m.-12:25 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
A nthropology (201) 893-4119
ANTH
ANTH
ANTH

100
200
302

C ultural A nthropology.............. 3
Urban A nthropology................ 3
Native Latin A m e rica n s...........3

ENGL
ENLT

493 Sem :lm ages of W om en.......... 3
250 Spec. Topics: Ibsen, Fellini,
H itc h c k .....................................3
ENLT
250 Spec. Topics: Internati Short
Story
(m eets 10 a.m .-1:25 p.m .)
ENLT
493 Sem Com parative Lit:
R. W right & C o n tm p ............... 3
ENW R
491 Sem: Autobiog & Fam ily Hist 3

Environm ental, Urban and Geographic
Shades (201) 893-5258
EUGS
EUGS

100
102

Principles of G eography........ 3
W orld G e o gra p h y................... 3

B iology (201) 893-4397

Fine A rts (201) 893-7295

BICL

ARGN

BIO L

40G Scanning Electron M icro s.......4
(m eets 6 /1 -6 /2 4 ,9 a.m .-2 p.m.)
107 Biology for S u rv iv a l..................3

Business Education and O ffice System s
A dm inistration (201) 893-4269
BSED
BSED

101
273

Contem porary B u sin e ss......... 3
Intro to Com put in B u s n ...........3

ARGN

100 Intro to the Visual A rts .............3
(m eets 9 a.m .-12:25 p.m .)
100 Intro to the Visual A rts .............3
(m eets 6-9:25 p.m.)

Health P rofessions (201) 8934154
HLTH
i-ILTH

213
290

Perspectives on D ru g s ........... 3
Hum an Sexuality .....................3

C lassics (201)893-4419

H istory (201) 893-5261

GNHU

HIST

285

M ythology..................................3

106

Econom ics and Finance (201) 893-5255
ECON

102

Prin of Econom ics: M ic ro ....... 3

English (201) 8934249
ENFL

ENGL
ENGL

490

Spec. Topics:
M artin S corsese......................3
(m eets 12 noon-3:25 p.m .)
250 Spec. Topics:
M arlow e's P la ys......................3
250 Spec. Topics:
Shakespeare on F lm .............3

(meets 1-4:25 p.m.)

HIST
HIST
HIST

129
217
322

Contem porary Europe,
1914 to P re se n t..................... 3
M odem Japan: M eiji-Showa .3
H ist o f Black A m ericans.......... 3
M e d iva lE u rC iv 450-1350 ....3

Home Econom ics (201) 8934171
HECO
141
HECO
344
HECO
448
HEFM
140
HEFM 320
HE MG 331

Interpersonal Flotations............3
Challenge of A g in g ..................3
Fam ily C o unseling.................. 3
Fam ily in S o cie ty..................... 3
Parenting Skïte/R esource
3
Money Management............ 3

100 Class P iano/N on-M ajor.......... 3

P hilosophy and R eligion (201) 8935144
PHIL
PHIL
RELG
RELG

100
106
100
101

ARPT

Intro to P h ilo so p h y.................. 3
L o g ic ..........................................3
Religions of the W o rld .............3
Introduction to R e lig io n ............3

100 Basic C o m po sitio n ................... 3
105 Freshman C om position........... 3
106 Intro to L ite ra tu re .......................3
324 Am er Poetry to 1 9 4 0 ................3
347 Victorian Prose & P o e try ........3
176 W rid UfcComlng o f A g e ...........3
205 W riting: Nonfiction P ro s e ....... 3

Fine A rts (201) 8937295

ARGN

107
Com puters and S o cie ty ....... 2
(m eets 9-11:20 a.m .)
108
Com puters & Program ming .. 3
109 Intro Com puter A p p lica tn ....... 3
109 S ta tistics.................................... 3
110 Interm ediate A lg e b ra............... 3
113 M ath Bus l:U near A lg e b r........3
114 M ath Bus II: C a lcu lu s ..............3

326 Irrvstm nt PrirVPortfo T h r........... 3

English (201) 8934249

ARPT

100 Intro to the Visual A rts ............. 3
102 Desgn/Found Vis O rgan II ....3
(meets M-R, 6/28-7/22,12 noon-5 p.m.)
107 Drawing I ................................... 3
(m eets 5-8:55 p.m.)
215,275,315,340,475 Drawing
II,III,IV , V ,V I.....................each 3
(m eets 5-10:20 p.m .)
220 Art/Non-W stm S o cie tie s......... 3
(m eets M, T, R, 8:30-10:45 a.m .)
220 Art/Non-W stm S o cie tie s..........3
(m eets M ,T , R, 11 a.m .-1:15 p.m .)
218 M etalwork & Jewelry I ............. 3
(m eets 9 a.m .-12:55 p.m.)
2 1 9 ,3 3 5 ,4 3 6 ....................M etalwork &
Jew elry II, III, I V ......................... each 3
(m eets 9 a.m .-2:20 p.m .)
200 Painting I ................................... 3
(m eets 9 a.m .-12:55 p.m .)
201,316,317,415,416...........................
Painting II,III,IV ,V ,V I.....each 3
(m eets 9 a.m .-2:20 p.m .)
210
Visuell Arts W orkshop/Raku
(m eets 6/28-7/15,5-9:05 p .m .)........ .3

Physical Education, Recreation and Leisure
S tud es (201) 8935253

ARPT

PEGN
PEGN
PEMJ
PEMJ
PEMJ

French (201)8934283

200
258
110
150
492

Beginning S w im m in g .............. 1
Beginning T e n n is ..................... 1
A q u a tics.................................... 1
Prin Prac-Emer C a re ............... 3
Sel Top: Teach G ym nast in
the Schools K-12 ....................3
(m eets 5-8:25 p.m .)

Physics and G eoscience (201) 8934166
GEGN
GEGN

104 History o f S cie n ce ....................3
157
Understanding the W e a th er.. 3

FREN

112

Beginning French I I ..............„3

Health P rofessions (201) 8934154
Perspectives on D ru g s ........ .3
HLTH 213
HLTH

290

Hum an S e x u a lity ................. .3

H istory (201) 893-5261
HIST
HIST
HIST
HIST

105
110
118
437

Em ergncE ur C iv 1500-1914 3
Intro to Am erican C iv ........... .3
Hist of U.S. Since 1876 ....... .3
Am er Society 20th C e n tu ry.. .3

P olitical Science (201) 8934238

Home Econom ics (201 ) 8934171

POLS
POLS

HEFM

101
202

Am erican G ovt & P o litic s .......3
International R elations............3

Psychology (201) 8935201

ESOL

PSYC
PSYC
PSYC

ESOL

101
G en Psych I:G row th & D e v ..3
260 Social P sychology.................... 3
308 P erception.................................3

315

Fid Exp: Fam ily/Child Serv .. .3

Ling uistics (201) 8934286
153
Intensive ESL III.................... .6
(m eets 9:15 a.m .-12:25 p.m.)
154
Intensive ESL IV Adv Com p . 6
(m eets 9:15 a.m .-12:25 p.m .)

Spanish/ltallan (201) 8934285

Managemont(201) 8934280

ITAL
SPAN

FINO

101 Ita lia n i.......................................3
101 Spanish I ...................................3

Six-Week Session
Most courses meet during the day
(
Monday-Thursday
June 28 - August 5
General time frames:
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9:15-10:50 a.m.,
11a.m.-12:35 p.m., 12:45-2:20 p.m.
(exceptions noted)

200
201
202
403
261

Acctg Non-Business M ajrs ...3
Fundam entals of Acctg I ......... 3
Fundam entals of Acctg I I ........3
Tax A ccounting........................ 3
Legal Envlronm t Busn I .......... 3

B iology (201) 8934397
BIO L

100 Biological S cie n ce s................. 4
(m eets 7/12-8/5, 9 a.m .-1:15 p.m .)

Broadcasting, Speech Com m unicatlon,
Dance and Theetre (201) 8934217
STBD
STBD
STSP
STSP
STTH

140
150
101
234
105

M arketing (201 ) 8934254
MKTG
MKTG
MKTG

W riting Broadcast M e d ia ......3
Audio P ro d u ctio n .................... 3
Fund Speech:Comm Reqm nt3
Public S p e a kin g.......................3
Acting I - Non B.F.A................. 3

340 Intro to M arke tin g.................... 3
342 Sales Concepts & P ra c t.........3
347 Export/lm port Mktg P ro c.........3

M athem atics and Com puter Science
(201)893-5132
CM PT
CM PT
MATH

A ccounting, Law and Taxation
(201)8934174
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT
ACCT
BSLW

270
Statistics fo r B u sin e ss...........4
(m eets 12:45-2:50 p.m .)
FINQ
372
M anagem ent S cie n ce ...........4
(m eets 9:30-11:35 a.m.)
M GMT
273 Intro to Com put in B u sn .......... 3
MGMT
363 Business and S o cie ty............. 3
MGMT
439 Business Policy .......................3

MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

108
109
050

Com puters & Program ming ..3
Intro Com puter A p p lica tn ......3
Basic Skills M ath I: Comp/EI
A lg e b ra ................................... 3
051 Basic S kills M ath II: Algebra . 3
103 The Developm ent of M ath ....3
109 S ta tistics....................................3
110 Interm ediate A lg e b ra...............3
113 M ath Bus I: Linear Algebra ...3
114 M ath Bus II: C a lcu lu s..............3
115 Precalculus M athem atics .......3
122 Calculus I ................................. 4
(m eets 9:15-11:20 a.m .)
221 Calculus II ................................ 4
(m eets 7:30-9:35 a.m.)
270 Statistics fo r B u sin e ss........... 4
(m eets 10:30 a.m .-12:35 p.m.)
340 P ro b a b ility................................ 3

C hem istry and B iochem istry (201) 8935140

M usic (201) 893-5228

CHEM

MUGN
MUGN
MUPR

107 College Chem istry I .................2
(m eets 6/14-7/8)
CHEM
108 College Chem istry I I ................2
(m eets 7/12-8/5)
CHEM 109
College Chem istry U b i .......1
(m eets 6/14-7/8,11 a.m .-1:10 p.m .)
CHEM 110
College Chem istry U b I I ......1
(m eets 7/12-8/5,11 a.m .-1:10 p.m .)
CHEM
120 G eneral Chem istry I ................ 4
(m eets 6/14-7/8,8:30 a.m .-2:45 p.m .)
CHEM
121 G eneral Chem istry I I ...............4
(m eets 7/12-8/5,8:30 a.m .-2:45 p.m .)
CHEM
230 Organic Chem istry I ................ 3
(m eets 6/14-7/8,9:15-11:45 a.m .)
CHEM
231 O rganic Chem istry I I ...............3
(m eets 7/12-8/5,9:15-11:45 a.m .)
CHEM 232
Exper O rganic Chem I ........ ..2
(m eets 6 /1 4 -7 /8 ,12:154:15 p.m .)
CHEM 233
Exper O rganic Chem I I ..........2
(m eets 7 /1 2 -8 /5 ,12:154:15 p.m .)

C lassics (201) 8834419
GNHU

201

Gen Hum anities I to 1400

3

Counseling, Human Developm ent and
Educational Leadership (201) 8935175
COUN 331

Group D ynam ics....................3

C urriculum and Teaching (201) 893-5187
CURR

400

Teacher, School & Society ...3

Econom ics and Finance (201) 8935255
ECON
ECON
ECON
FINC
FINC

101 Prin of E conom ics:M acro....... 3
102 Prin of Econom ics:M icro..........3
301 M oney and Banking ................ 3
321 Fundam entals of F in a n ce ....... 3
322 Capital Budgdng
M anagem ent...........................3

100 Introduction to M u s ic ...............3
250 RafVRock:Cult Phenomenon 3
100 Class Piano/Non M a jo r..........3

Philosophy and R eligion (201) 893-5144
PHIL
RELG

100 Intro to P h ilo so p h y.................. 3
100 Religions of the W o rld .............3

Physics and Geoscience (201) 8934166
GEOS
PHYS
PHYS

125 Earth & the E n viro n m e n t....... 4
(m eets 12:45-3:50 p.m .)
193 College Physics I .................... 4
(meets 6/14-7/8, 7 3 0 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)
194 College Physics I I ................... 4
(meets 7/12-8/5, 7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.)

P olitical Science (201) 8934238
POLS
POLS
POLS
POLS

100
101
201
324

Introduction to P o litic s ............ 3
Am erican G o vt & P o litic s ......3
Com parative P o litic s .............. 3
Am erican Public P o licy...........3

Psychology (201) 893-5201
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC

101
Gen Psych I: G rowth & D e v .. 3
200 Educational P sychology........ 3
220 Q uant M ethods in P s y c h ....... 4
(m eets 11 a.m .-1:05 p.m .)
240 Industri & Organiz P sych ....... 3
308 P erception................................3
360 Hist & System s of P s y c ..........3
365 Abnorm al P sych o lo g y............3

Reading and Educational Media
(201)893-5183
MEDI
READ
READ
READ

403
053
407
408

Rdg M atral-C hildnV Y outh......3
Basic Reading S k ills ............... 3
Reading:Theory& P ro ce ss...3
Reading:Content A re a s ..........3
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Spanlsh/Kalian (201) 893-4285
IT AL
SPAN
SPAN

102 Italian I I ...................................... 3
101 Spanish I ...................................3
102 Spanish I I ..................................3

Eight-Week Session
Most courses meet during the
evening Mon., Tues., and Thurs.
June 14 - August 5
General time frames:
6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m.
(exceptions noted)

Ten-Week Session, Saturdays
June 12 - August 14
General time frames:
8-11:45 a.m., 9 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
Accounting, Law and Taxation
(201)8934174
ACCT
BSLW

201
261

Fund Accounting I ................... 3
Legal Environm t Busn I ..........3

Broadcasting, Speech Com m unication,
Dance and Theatre (201) 8934217
STSP

101

Fund Speech:
Comm R eqm nt.......................3

A ccounting, Law and Taxation
(201) 893-4174

Business Education and O ffice System s
A dm inistration (201) 8934269

ACCT
ACCT
ACCT

BSED

201 Fund of Accounting I ............... 3
202 Fund of Accounting I I .............. 3
403 Tax A ccounting........................ 3

101

Contem porary B usiness........ 3

C lassics (201)8934419
GNHU

285

M ythology.................................3

B iology (201)893-4397

English (201) 8934249

BIOL

ENGL

BIOL

100 Biological S cie n ce s................. 4
(m eets T,W , R, 6/15-8/5,5-8 p.m .)
110 Biology of Hum an L ife .............4
(m eets T,W ,R, 6/15-8/5,5-8 p.m .)

Broadcasting, Speech Com m unication,
Dance and Theatre (201) 893-4217
STSP

101 Fund Speech:
Comm R eqm nt......................3

106

Introduction to Literature.........3

Health Professions (201) 8934154
HLTH

101

Personal Health Issu e s ..........3

M athem atics and Com puter Science
(201)893-5132
CM PT
MATH

109 Intro Com puter A pplicatn....... 3
114 M ath Busn II: C a lcu lu s........... 3

Sociology (201) 8935263

Econom ics and Finance (201) 893-5255

SOCI

ECON
ECON

W om en's Studtos (201) 8937225

101
102

Prin of E conom ics:M acro.......3
Prin of Econom icsrM icro......... 3

W M ST

101 C rim inology............................. 3

GRADUATE COURSES

105
106
260
324
177

Freshman C om position.......... 3
Intro to Lite ra tu re ......................3
Art of P o e try .............................3
Am er Poetry to 1940 ...............3
W rid Lit: Voices of Tradition
& C hallenge........................... 3

Com m unication Sciences and Disorders
(201)8934232
CS&D

CS&D

Fine A rts (201) 893-7295
ARGN

100

Intro to the Visual A rts .............3
(m eets M,T,W , 6/14 - 8/4)

French (201) 8934283
FREN
FREN

101
121

Beginning French I .................. 3
Interm ediate French I ..............3

Health Professions (201) 893-4154
HLTH
HLTH

240
460

Found-Environm ental Health 3
System s-Health Servie
D e live ry...................................3

H istory (201) 893-5261
HIST

103 Foundations of W estern Civ .3 ■

Home Econom ics (201) 893-4171
HENU

182 N u trition .....................................3

Three-Week Post-Session

A nthropology (201) 8934119
ANTH

100

C ultural Anthropology............3

Business Education and O ffice Systems
A dm inistration (201) 8934269
BSED

101

Contem porary B usiness.........3

Fine A rts (201) 8937295
ARGN
ARHS

100
220

Intro to the Visual A rts .............3
Art/Non-W stm S o cie tie s......... 3

H istory (201) 893-5261
HIST
HIST

106
114

C ontm pE ur 1914-Present....3
Early Lat-Am er C iv .................. 3

Legal Studies (201) 8934152

M athem atics and Com puter Science
(201)8935132

LSPR

CM PT

LSPR
LSPR
LSPR

200 Intro to P aralegalism ...............3
(m eets T,R , 6/15-8/5,6:30-9:10 p.m .)
220 C ivil L itigation........................... 3
(m eets M.W , 6/14-8/4,6:30-9:10 p.m.)
330 Dom estic Ftelations L a w ......... 3
(m eets T,R , 6/15-8/5,6:30-9:10 p.m .)
361 Legal W ritin g ........................... 3
(m eets M ,W , 6/14-8/4, 6:30-9:10 p.m.)

CM PT
CM PT
MATH
MATH

107 Computers & S o cie ty ..............2
(m eets 9-11:05 a.m.)
108 Computers & Programming ..3
109 Intro Com puter Applicatn |.......3
103 The Development of Math .... 3
110 Interm ediate A lgebra.............. 3

P olitical Science (201) 8934238

Management (201) 8934280

POLS
POLS

FINC

Psychology (201) 8935201

270 Statistics for B u sin e ss............ 4
(m eets 8:15-10:20 p.m .)
FINQ
372 Management S cie n ce .............4
(m eets 6-8:05 p.m.)
MGMT 311 Mgmt Process and Org
B e h a v ......................................4
(m eets 8:15-10:20 p.m.)
MGMT 316
Human Resource
M anagem ent......................... 3
MGMT 439
Business Policy ......................3

M arketing (201)8934254
MKTG
MKTG
MKTG
MKTG

340
341
344
349

Intro to M arketing................... 3
Consumer B e h a vio r...............3
Advertising Theor/Technqs ...3
International M arketing......... 3

M athem atics and Com puter Science
(201)893-5132
CM PT
CM PT
MATH

108
109
050

MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH
MATH

051
109
110
113
114
115
116

Com puters & Programming ..3
Intro Com puter A p p lica tn ......3
Basic Skills M ath I: Comp/EI
A lg e b ra ...................................3
Basic Skills M ath II: Algebra . 3
S ta tistics.................................. 3
Interm ediate A lg e b ra .............3
M ath Bus I: Unear Algebra ...3
M ath Bus II: C a lcu lu s ........... 3
Precalculus M athem atics ..... 3
Calculus A ...............................4

(m eets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
MATH
MATH
MATH

122
Calculus I ................................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
221
C alcubs II ...............................4
(meets 5:30-7:40 p.m.)
222
Calculus III ..............................4

(m eets 8:15-10:25 p.m.)
Physics and Geoscience (201) 893-4166
GEOS

125
Earth and the Environment ...4
(m eets 5-8:10 p.m.)

P olitical Science (201) 893-4238
POLS
POLS
POLS

202
203
404

International R elations........... 3
International O rganizations ...3
G ovt & Pols India & S. Asia .. 3

Psychology (201) 893-5201
PSYC
PSYC
PSYC

101
200
332

Gen Psych I: Growth & Dev ..3
Educational P sychology....... 3
Psych Foundations
P e rso n ality.............................3

Sociology (201) 8935263
SOCI
SOCI

113
Social P roblem s..................... d
202
Racial 4 Ethnic R elation.......3
(meets 7/12-8/5,6:30-9:55 p.m.)

Spenlsh/ltalian (201) 8934285
SPAN
SPAN

101
102

Spanish I .................................“
Spanish I I ............................. " 3

PSYC
PSYC

100
201
101
203

Introduction to P o litic s ............3
Com parative P o litic s ..............3
Gen Psych I: Growth & D e v..3
Gen Psych II: Exper Appro ...3

586 Education of the
H andicapped.......................... 3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)
595 Med & Phys Bases of
Lmg D isab...............................3
(meets 4:15-7:40 p.m.)

Counseling, Human Development and
Educational Leadership (201) 8935175
ELAD

510 Educational Adm in I ................3
(meets 5-8:25 p.m.)

CURR

523 Education in Inner C ity ........... 3
(meets 9 a.m .-12:25 p.m.)

(Supervised Business W ork
Experience - Undergraduate)

Business Educators Graduate W orkshops
(201)8934269
Software Sem inars I - III

Coaches A thletic Injury C linic - Cramer
(201)893-5250
C ontinuing Education, Center for
(201)8934353
Com puter Application
Com puter Graphics
Database Management
Desktop Publishing
Electronic Spreadsheets
PageMaker fo r W indows
PC Fundamentals/DOS
Specialized Com puter Programs
W ord Processing
EXCEL Program (English fo r non-native
speakers)
Extensive English Language Course
Facilities M anager Certificate Program
Foreign Language Immersion
International Trade Certificate Program
TraveVStudy Tours
Alaska, Australia, Brazil, China, Costa
Rica, Eastern Europe, Galapagos
Islands, Hawaii, Ireland, Kenya,
Russia & Ukraine,

Cooperative Education (201) 8934426
Creative Group Experiences W orkshop undergraduate and graduate (201) 8935175
Educational O pportunity Fund
(201)8934385
Environm ental Education - New Jersey
School o f Conservation (201) 9484646
(Field oriented courses, requiring residency,
offered at the School in Stokes State Forest,
Sussex County, New Jersey)
Externships (by arrangement with departments)
Field Experience (by arrangement with
departm ents)

G eography Institute fo r Teachers
(201)8935258

ARPT

525,526,618,619
G rad M etalwk & Jewelry
I, II, III, IV ....................... each 3
(m eets 9 a.m .-2:20 p.m .)
511,512,605,606,607,608
Graduate P a in tin g ....................
I,II,III,IV,V ,VI ................. each 3
(m eets 9 a.m .-2:20 p.m .)
515
G rad Visual Arts W orkshop/

Raku

ARPT

Health Professions (201) 8934154
HLTH

510 Hlth Education W orkshop...... 3
(m eets M ,T,R, 6/28-7/22,5-8:25 p.m .)

Physical Education, Recreation and Leisure
Studies (201)8935253
PEMJ

508 Adm & Supv A thletics............. 3
(meets M ,T,R, 6-7:35 p.m.)
542 Appld Cardiac R ehablitn.........3
(m eets M ,T,R, 8:15-9:50 p.m.)

PEMJ

Psychology (201) 8935201

HLTH

PSYC

530 Health Issues S e m in a r...........3
(meets 6-9:25 p.m.)

550

Quant & Statististical
M ethods.................................. 3

Physical Education, Recreation and Leisure
S tudes (201) 8935253

Reeding and Educational Media
(201)8935183

PEMJ

MEDI

530 Ind Prgms in PE H a n d cp ....... 3
(meets 5-8:25 p.m.)

500

SPAN

Com m unication Sciences and Disorders
(201)8934232
CS&D
CS&D

CS&D
CS&D
CS&D

510
Fid Exper: Early Spec E d .....3
(meets off-cam pus, 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m .)
535 Adv Sem In Com m D isorder. 6
(meets M ,T , W, 8-11:30 a.m .,
R, 8 a.m.-1 p.m .)
590 Prac: Lmg D isabilities..............3
(meets 12 noon-5 p.m.)
590 Prac: Lmg D isabilities............. 3
(meets off-campus, M-F, 9 a.m.-2 p.m.)
597 Prac/Sem Tcgh Hdcp
C h ld n .......................................3
(meets 8:30 a.m.-1 p.m .)

Counseling, Human Development and
Educational Leadership (201) 8935175
COUN
ELAD

581 Com munity R esources........... 3
(to be arranged)
522 Com puters in Educ Admin ....3

C urriculum and Teaching (201) 8935187
CURR

Media Tech/Lm in C u rrie ........3

Spanlsh/ltallan (201)8934285
524

Six-Week Session
Most courses meet during the day
Mon.-Thurs., June 28-August 5
General time frames:
7:30-9:05 a.m., 9:15-10:50 a.m.,
11 a.m.-12:35 p.m., 12:45-2:20 p.m.
(exceptions noted)

0

(m eets 6/28-7/15,5-9:05 p.m.)
515
Gr Vis A rt W ks: Museum
S tu d y ...................................... 3
(m eets 6/30-8/4, W , 9 a.m .4:15 p.m .)

Health Professions (201)8934154

Sem inar on C e rva n te s...........3

Eight-Week Session
Most courses meet during the
evening Mon., Tues., and Thurs.
June 14-August 5
General time frames:
6:30-8:05 p.m., 8:15-9:50 p.m.
(exceptions noted)
Broadcasting, Speech Com m unication,
Dance and Theatre (201) 8934217
STSP

509

Special Problems: S p /T h ......3

Com m unication Science and Disorders
(201)8934232
CS&D

518

Neurom otor Dev Yng C h ild ...3

Counseling, Human Development and
Educational Leadership (201) 8935175
COUN
COUN
COUN
COUN
COUN
COUN

559
Dynamics of Group Process . 3
562 Social Casework I ................... 3
574 Courts in Indus Setng-EAP ...3
577 Counselg T heories.................. 3
654 Supv Fid W rk-C ounseling..... 3
671 Use of Self-help C o u n se l........3
(meets 6/14-7/8,6-9:25 p.m .)
COUN 674
Supv Fid W rk-Counseling II ..3
ELAD 540 Supervision 1........................... 3

Econom ics and Finance (201) 8935255
ECON

532 M iddle School C urr& O rg ...... 3

501
Economic A n a lysis................. 3
(meets M,W , 6/14-8/4, 6:30-9 p.m.)

Educational Foundations (201) 8935170

Educational Foundations (201) 8935170

EDFD
ELRS

M ethods of R esearch........ ...3
Learning: Process &
M easurem ent..................... ...3
E n g lish (201)8934249
Sem Com parative L it......... ...3
ENLT 602
Hom e E conom ics (201) 8934171
Fam ily Financial P ro b s...... ...3
HECO 531
(meets T, W , R, 6/29-7/29, 4-6:45 p.m.)

520 Dev o f Educational Thought . 3
503 Methods of R esearch............. 3

SPECIAL SUMMER PROGRAMS
Applied M usic - Graduate (201) 8937212
Business Education (201) 8934269

ARPT

C urriculum and Teaching (201) 893-5187

102 W om en's W o rld s .................... 3

Most courses meet during the day
Mon.-Thurs., August 9-26
General time frames:
8-11:10 a.m., 9 a.m.-12:10 p.m.
(exceptions noted)

Fine A rts (201) 8937295
ARM T

Three-Week Pre-Session
most courses meet MondayThursday evenings, June 1-17(exceptions noted)

English (201) 893-4249
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENGL
ENLT
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G ifted and Talented Youth Summer Day
Camp (201) 8934104/4260
(for students who have completed grade 6 and
have not begun grade 11 as of July 1,1993)
Graduate Research (by arrangem ent with
departm ents)

Health Careers Program (201) 8934415
HI Jump (201) 893-5116 (College courses for
high achieving high school juniors and seniors)
Independent Study (by arrangem ent with
departments)

institute fo r the Advancem ent of Philoso
phy fo r C hildren (IAPC) (201) 8934277
Internships (by arrangement with depart
ments)

ELRS
ELRS

503
580

Marketing (201 ) 8934254
MKTG
MKTG

501 Fundam entals of M arketing ..3
(meets M,W , 6/14-8/4,6:30-9 p.m.)
595 M arketing M anagem ent......... 3
(meets T,R , 6/15-8/5,6:30-9 p.m.)

M athem atics and Com puter Science
(201)8935132
CMPT
MATH

507 Fund-Com putr Science III.......3
503 M ath for Com puter
Science III ............................... 3
(meets 8:15 -10:25 p.m.)

Psychology (201 ) 8935201
PSYC

560 Adv Educational Psych .......... 3

Marine Sciences Consortium - New Jersey
(201) 8934397 (Field oriented courses, offered
at Sandy Hook or Seaville field stations)
M usic Teachers W orkshops (201) 8937220
Children's Choir: Rehearsal and Repertoire
Creative Technology fo r General Music (K-12)
Dalcroze for Classroom and Studio
Orff-Schulwerk Teacher Training Course, Level I

Music W orkshops (J.O.Y. - Jazz O pportuni
ties fo r Youth) (201) 7837269 (for talented
youth, college students and teachers)
Im provisation W orkshop
In tro d u ctio n to B a sic Jazz Im pro visa tio n
Practlcum s (by arrangement with depart
ments)
Selected Topics (by arrangement with
departments)

Study Abroad
Israel, Excavation a t Tel Hadar and Archaeo
logical Tour of Israel, June 14 - July 18, [Dr.
Tim othy Renner, Co-Director of the New
Jersey Archaeological Consortium , Chairper
son, Departm ent of Classics, (201) 893-4419]
Italy, University of Siena, July 16-August
24,[Dr. Vincenzo Bollettino, Departm ent of
Spanish/Italian, (201) 8934285 or (201) 2262986]
W est Africa, The (History of African Art and its
People, July 1 4 -3 1 [Dr. Lorenzo Pace,
D irector of the M ontclair State A rt G alleries,
(201) 893-5113/7640]

Upward Bound (201) 8934187/4192)

TUITION AND FEES*
U ndergraduate: $ 79.50 per credit New
Jersey residents, $114.50 per credit non
residents of New Jersey
G raduate: $147.50 per credit New Jersey
residents, $182.50 per credit non-residents
of New Jersey
T u itio n and fees are subject to change at
any tim e by action of the M ontclair State
College Board of Trustees.

Key to abbreviation of days**
M-Monday
T-Tuesday
W -W ednesday R-Thursday
F-Friday
S-Saturday
U-Sunday

REMEMBER

Effective June 1 the
first three digits of
our telephone
number change to
636 instead of 893
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t if e

Is Dis It?!
Kevin Colllgan, Editor-ln-chlef
Unfortunately, it is.
Throughout its history, The Montclarion has had a lot o f talent pass through its
offices. One of the most talented and dedicated persons in recent memory is Michael
Davis.
I had the pleasure of working directly with Mike last year as Editorial Page Editor.
Oftentimes, his witty, controversial and professional-quality illustrations saved a
lackluster main editorial. He helped to elevate The Montclarion to the status of a national
recognized newspaper.
Mike is not only an incredibly talented artist, he is an extremely dedicated worker.
He has logged countless all-nighters over his years at The Montclarion, routinely
drawing a cartoon at the last minute for a harried editor without a complaint.
Mike is a nice guy, first and foremost. He will be sorely missed. An enormous pair
of shoes has been left to fill.
Goodbye Mike. We all wish you the best.
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A cartoon decrying uncontested SGA elections got Mike in trouble with some who found racist
connotations in the slang spelling o f "Dis."

/

YouCAN'TPARK

This cartoon lampooned the installation o f "security gates" at the
Clove Road from carppus to prevent auto theft. The gates were
removed soon after.

A proposal fo r the campus police to carry firearms was dealt with in this
Davis cartoon that illustrated a commuter's worst nightmare.

This Davis cartoon chastised the SGA for refusing to in ve stig a ted actions of
legislator David Blacker after he was accused o f threatening The Montclarion.

President Reid is shown shaking down the
students after his second raise in two years
during a faculty!staff hiring freeze.

Environmental concerns were
represented in this Davis cartoon that
depicted a construction worker clearing
trees to make way for a bigger library.

T he M ontclarion

T hursday , D ecember 10, 1992
■■Wmm

When a furor arose over the ROTC banning gays, Davis depicted
the ignorance involved.

Michael Davis brought a new level of professionalism to The Montclarion during his
three year reign as the main editorial cartoonist.

Not even former Editor-in-chief, John Tibbetts, was sparedfrom Davis'wit.
This portrait was included with one of Tibbetts' more serious pieces.

When the Spring Carnival was marred by riots, Davis captured the event perfectly.
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The infantile antics o f two Greek organizations that led to the premature closure of
annual Drive-in were immortalized by Davis.

Mike Davis’ cartoon depicting the rash of parking lot vandalism
drew the ire o f some who felt it trivialized rape.
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bott Laboratories
Pharmaceutical Products
Division
North Chicago, Illinois 60064
Dear Mister Paul Clark,
I would like to thank you
profusely for inventing Desoxyn.
It is surely a Godsend, it certainly
has livened up my humdrum no
more existence. Excuse me for a
brief moment, as I think the crumb
snatching communist’s are knock
knock knocking at my door door
door. Hey Paul Clark, I am back so
you know that those red rascals
ain’t got me babe, where was I?
Oh, yeah, thank you so much Paul
for Desoxyn, it sure beats the hell
out of that Pagan ether base crank,
that I used to be so friggin fond of,
and it is so much more user friendly
as the nose knows.
Anyhow, I would like to join
the official Desoxyn fan club, and
pleaaassse send me 10 or thirty
8x1 Os and two or three poster size
snaps of Desoxyn.
Thank you for your antici
pated cooperation,
Very Truly Yours,
Nutley J. Squirrel
The above letter of entreaty
arrived at Abbott Laboratories, on
Arbor Day 1983. Abbott Labora
tories is the sole producer of
Desoxyn (methamphetamine hy
drochloride). U nbeknownst to
Nutley J. Squirrel there was no
Desoxyn fan club. Also unbe
knownst to the aforementioned
Squirrel this was not an everyday
request. In factuality J. Tweedil
Dumb, head of security o f the
unsolicited mail division, was both
on the case and was presently, at
that very moment, supposing a sig
nificant surreptitious and suspi
cious link between the coinciding
coincidence o f Mr. N utley J.
Squirrel's moniker and the am
biguous Arbor Day arrival of the
letter in question.
J. Tweedil Dumb was not a
man easily dissuaded, he did not
reach his personal pimple of suc
cess, head of security o f the
unsolicited mail division, by being
dissuaded, easily or otherwise. Un
beknownst (my favorite opening
salvo) to J. Tweedil Dumb, his
aforementioned (my favorite pastparticiple) personal pimple of suc
cess was soon to be no more. Bet
you thought I was going to say
bust back there. Not bust back there
as in yahboo’s or breasteses’s, but
bust back there as in pimple, per
haps burst would have been the
definitive adjective, at the very least
it would have eliminated the need
for the last forty-eight words.
Nutley J. Squirrel was a busy
man. As a result of his predilection
for crank, Pagan ether base or oth
erwise, he now worked two jobs.
He honestly believed that he had
found the secret to life, he tried to
turn his father onto this Ponce De
Leon elixir. He thought that he had
discovered the quintessential se
cret in life, Nutley J. Squirrel was
sanctimonious. He worked two
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jobs in order to pay for the amphet
amines he needed to work both
those jobs. Amphetamines will
cause your brain to play with your
head. Nutley J. Squirrel became a

balls off and playing with a calcu
lator, Nutley J. Squirrel found out
that both the women who had
flushed his heart down the toilet
bowl of romance had had tele

numerologist’s worst dream come
true, oranumerologist’s wet dream
come true, its all in the interpreta
tion. Nutley J. Squirrel talked to
himself often. Not the “What am I
doing in here?” whilst opening the
refrigerator sort of talking to hisself,
not the “Gee I wonder where the
toothpaste top might be?" kind of
talking tohisselfstuffeither. Nutley
J. Squirrel delivered entire solilo
quies to himself. He wrote them
down, which greatly facilitated me
in presenting you with this one
verbatim:
I submit that the number
three is purity personified, holier
than thou, and not as lonely as the
number two, which can be as bad
as one, it being the loneliest num
ber since the number one. Further
more there are three surviving
Beatles, I have three names, sorta,
kinda, like. There are three ways to
use the word like; I like you, It is
kinda like and like I haven’t a clue
as to what in the hell I am speaking
of.
t
And no he did not.
One day whilst cranking his

phone numbers that were evenly
divisible by the number three.
Upon further investigation
Nutley J. Squirrel realized that
every woman he had e»'»r played
hide the salami - ‘h, drilled, or
slam dunked had a telephone num
ber evenly divisible by three. He
had also discovered that every
woman whose bones he wanted to
jum p and whose phone numbers
he knew, also had numbers evenly
divisible by three.
During the course o f his in
vestigation J. Tweedil Dumb was
to uncover many factual facts about
Nutley J. Squirrel. For instance he
listened to INXS ’Kick album whilst
in the shower. He turned it up real
loud, he played the side with Wild
Life on it, the side with all the
writing on the label. Because all
the songs on that particular side
lasted approximately three min
utes. Nutley J. Squirrel used Nexus
shampoo and conditioner, the con
tainers o f both the shampoo and
the Nexus conditioner had direc
tions printed on them. The direc
tions directed Nutley J. Squirrel to

leave it (the conditioner or sham
poo) on for three minutes. Nutley
J. could tell when three minutes
were up by listening to when the
INXS songs began and ended. He
was very proud of this ingenious
invention which was his second
favorite idea next to his registra
tion numbers for eyeglasses. Our
visionary envisioned little license
plates which would enable people
who found eyeglasses that were
lost, as opposed to people who
foundeyeglasses that were not lost,
(thieves) to place the aforemen
tioned lost spectacles in any mail
box, this would facilitate many
happy reunions between black,
blue, and bruised people and their
vagabond eyeglasses.
Nutley J. Squirrel did other
things in the shower besides listen
to INXS. When his acquaintance
Squealin’Sheila Peroggi informed
him of the inception of a sperm
bank in Eli zabeth, N.J., she claimed
in the voice that is only part of her
nickname, that they were paying
fifty dollars a pop. Nutley J. fig
ured that last year alone he let
somewhere in the neighborhood of
seventy-five thousand dollars slip
through his very slippery fingers.
You know how it is, you got a hand
full of conditioner, Wild Life is
blasting on the stereo, and three
minutes to kill anyhow...
Nutley J. Squirrel wrote let
ters to other people besides the
aforementioned Abbott Laborato
ries, here is one that he wrote to a
singles newspaper:
Sweet dreams and a spec
tacular spring can be ours. SWM,
5 ’10”, 165, fit, seeks attractive,
sen su al, in te llig e n t, ho n est
soulmate, to share his dreams, joys,
fears, tears, successes, life with,
forever.
No one answered that ad.
Nutley J. Squirrel composed
another ad, however this ad he
placed in the Valentines day issue
of Screw this is how it looked:
SEX! SEX! SEX!, Some
times submissive stud muffin,
seeks aggressive woman, forwhatever pops up. Enjoys greasing
down with Crisco before climbing
on board the love pile. Ideal candi
date will be a woman since birth,
have a telephone number evenly
divisible by three, less tattoos than
me, and no absolutely none, no
felony convictions.
He got sixty-nine replies.
Another numerologist’s wet dream
cum true. Some of the replies were
ludicrous, some were not. They

did however, range from the sub
lime to the ridiculous, sort of like
the costumes at a Greenwich Vil
lage fagnewton Halloweenie pa
rade.
One of the responses that
Nutley J. Squirrel responded to
was that of Linda Sucadit. Linda
Sucadit was a hot steamin ’ Croatian
babe who bought her clothes at
Sluts R Us. When Linda Sucadit
showered, she used Kwell sham
poo, listened to Love Itches, which
was the “A” side o f the Scratch
This album by Buster and the
Bodycrabs. Linda Sucadit was an
optimist; she had a tattoo that ran
like the equator through the epi
center o f her vertical smile, itread:
“Happiness is Coming”. The is was
asunder and above the aforesaid
epicenter. Linda Sucadit was also
a Gemini, “Their twins you know.”
she liked to say. She also liked to
vacillate between and betwixt per
sonalities, justifying it with her
twin theorem.
Nutley J. and Linda Sucadit
were a typical Nutley J. Squirrel
relationship, shallow and sexual.
Nutley J. Squirrel was brash, vain,
and self-assured. He constantly had
to assert or express his masculinity
through repeated sexual conquests.
Nutley J. Squirrel seemed to be
stuck in the phallic stage, so did
Linda Sucadit, she enjoyed oral
sex especially with a mouthful of
pop rocks. In fact the two of them,
Nutley J. and Linda Sucadit both
exhibited strong narcissism and
although they continually tried to
attract members o f the opposite
sex, they had difficulty establish
ing mature heterosexual relation
ships. Such persons, and they were
no exception, need continual rec
ognition and appreciation of their
attractive and unique qualities. As
long as they received this support,
they seemed to function well, but
when such support was lacking,
they were mesmerized. Nutley J.
Squirrel was morbidly mesmer
ized whenpoprocks were removed
from the market.
Nutley J. Squirrel and Linda
Sucadit needed money, they de
cided to place a singles ad, in the
very same singles publication that
united them, an advertisement
which would bring in cash. This is
how it read:
I know you’ve been bad.
Very bad. And I know how to
punish you. Naked, you kneel at
my feet, every inch of your pitiful
body exposed to me. My long,
black whip slides across your skin.
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and Linda Sucadit’s advertisement.
Hoping to enter the ooze and the oz
of masochistic fantasyland, J.
Tweedil Dumb took this as an
Feather light. You bum with plea omen, went right home and sent a
sure. Suddenly the caresses stop. humble letter of entreaty, and the
You wait. Yourmuscles tense. And prerequisite ten dollars.
then... the rest of your fantasy
Later, one week to the day
comes true. I travel tri-state and later, J. Tweedil Dumb received
PA. to discipline naughty boys. this response:
Beginners welcome; limits re
Potential Slave, I certainly
spected. Leather clad Mistress hope I am not disappointed by you
knows precisely what you need. If as I have been by so many inferior
you truly wish to redefine reality; men who have written me. Slavery
send ten dollars tribute to:
to me does not come easily or
Ms. Gemini Kane
cheaply! I offer the ultimate in
POB 7221
humiliation fantasy fulfillment, but
Roselle, N.J. 07203
you have to be prepared to pay the
J. Tweedil Dumb, within in price, both financially, and with
the scope of his thorough if not your complete obedience to all my
tenacious investigation, o f the commands. I can promise that you
aforementioned (my loyalties ap will never be in any danger, nor
p e a r to be sh iftin g again), will you experience any physical
Unsolicited Desoxyn fan mail, pain (unless of course, you wish
stumbled upon a copy of the now to!) For your introduction, write
infamous singles publication. He back to me and tell me very explic
was rooting through Nutley J itly what your fantasies involving
Squirrel’s garbage, not so neatly male slavery are. Also, let me
placed in upscale (with love from know how much it is worth to you
Kings) paper grocery bags, when a to have these fantasies fulfilled.
rapid rabid raccoon startled him Keep in mind that any time you
causing J. Tweedil Dumb to throw questionmy orders, ordisobey any
the aforementioned upscale sack of my commands or even question
towards kingdom come, only to any of my whims, your use to me
have it clonk him in the head, right as a slave will not exist. If you are
quick as there is an oak tree behind prepared to do it right, you can
Nutley J. Squirrel’s house which contact me as follows:
Ms. Gemini Kane
alternately shades the garbage from
c/o POB 7221
the sun, and separates it from king
Roselle, N.J. 07203
dom come. Not being one for recy
Later, one month to the day
cling, Nutley J. Squirrel throws
out apple juice bottles in the trash. later, J. Tweedil Dumb found him
It was one of these very same self reading the soon to be follow
unrecycled, no return, apple juice ing poetic gem whilst suspended
bottles that knocked the noggin of in midair, held by ankle and wrist
J. Tweedil Dumb and deposited cuffs in the dungeon of Mistress
him on his ass. When J. Tweedil Gemini. The dungeon of Ms. Kane
Dumb come to he found the afore and the two car garage/poetry stumentioned singles publication lay dio/apartment of Nutley J. Squir
ing helter skelter on his face. In rel which overlooked a Newark
fact the very first thing that J. cemetery were synonymous and
Tweedil Dumb saw was Nutley J. actually in the same place.
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There is Something inside
of me
It Mystifies it mortifies
It Masquerades as me
There is Something can’t you
see
It calculates contaminates
It copulates with everyone I
see
There is Something now its
free
It tempts taunts and tanta
lizes
its Terrifying when its free

There is Something I want
to flee
Its sleeping so somnolently
still I cannot flee
There is Something there has
to be
Its Remorseful its restless
Its reincarnate it shouldn’t
be
There is Something don’t
blame me
Its perverse and pervasive
I ’m powerless I just want to
be me
There is Something I call us
we
its insistent incessant
insidious it ain’t easy being
we.
Actually the aforesaid (per
haps my new favorite past parti
ciple) poetic example was stuck on
the ceiling next to the razor sharp
razor wire that encircled his situa
tion almost like a cock ring, and
above the suspension device that J.
Tweedil Dumb was suspended
from. J. Tweedil Dumb was in
credibly stupid, for having hisself
and his situation suspended that
close, hell his belly button was
being shaved, and now lookedkind
of like and inny, as opposed to an
outy. (Anybody who has ever
played snaps knows exactly what
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I mean by inny’s and outy’s) J.
Tweedil Dumb was incredulous
also, he identified with Nutley J.
Squirrel’s poem. J. Tweedil Dumb
was an ego maniac with an inferior
ity complex, J. Tweedil Dumb could
not identify with anything. J.
Tweedil Dumb could not identify
what he was feeling, however. He
had not felt this way since Sister
Ozzy Osborne had given him the
Carbona enema in eighth grade at
his only alma matter, Our Lady of
Perpetual Guilt
Hemorrhoids are icky, pain
ful, and a proctologist’s bread and

butter. Polaroids can be equally
icky, a royal pain in the ass, and
Nutley J. Squirrel’s munificently
magnanimous meal ticket. With
o u t (no matter how much I want
to) going into specifics, let it be
understood that some pretty com
promising Polaroids were taken.
Or let it be understood that some
not so pretty according to J. Tweedil
Dumb, but, quite compromising
Polaroids do exist. In fact they
exhibited J. Tweedil Dumb as a
virtual analinguous odalisque, sans
the towels.
So now, finally, we have it.
The Plot! Anyhow, the not so pretty
Polaroids both munificently ben
efited Nutley J. and Linda Sucadit,
but the very same, the aforemen
tioned, even the aforesaid compro
mising but not so pretty, or very
pretty depending whose point of
view you is view ing w ith,
Polaroids, compromised the pre
viously unpenetrable security de
partment of Abbott Laboratories
through its proverbial back door,
the unsolicited mail division. Jim
Morrison would have been proud,
so would have Zelda the whip bitch.
Initially Nutley J. Squirrel’s
demands, channeled through Linda
Sucadit, in her Ms. Kane persona,
were easily met. J. Tweedil Dumb
thought nothing of procuring a few
cases of Desoxyn for Mistress
Gemini, after all she would dress
him in petro chemical based linge

rie and force him to lick her six
inch stiletto heeled thigh high
boots. A woman, particularly a
dominant woman, like Ms. Kane
could grow sleepy satisfying his
sordid fantasies. With the aid of
the amphetamine, his silly, sordid,
sick, and syncopathic fantasies
could last longer. In a month, a
month which went about as fast as
a New York minute, J. Tweedil
Dumb had turned over his life sav
ings to Ms. Gemini Kane. In order
to continue his sessions he agreed
to reroute several shipments of
Desoxyn and deliver said rerouted
shipments to wherever Ms. Kane
commanded him to. J. Tweedil
Dumb also agreed to fleece a few
fifty-five gallon drums full of
Nembutal suppositories especially
for you know who. Ideally the
Nembutal would be used to bring
both Nutley J. and Linda Sucadit
who also wanted to join the official
Desoxyn fan club, down. How
ever, Linda Sucadit was a mischie
vous mistress, besides applying
Nembutal to the bumhole of J.
Tweedil so and so, she very mis
chievously administered Desoxyn
to J. Tweedil Dumb and them
would playfully bang him up with
the aforesaid Nembutal solution
just to see the transformation. Imag
ine that; a mistress interested in
metamorphosis.
Remember when I proph
esied that J. Tweedil D um b’s
pimple was about to burst? Proph
esying is probably much easier for
an author, than it is for a legitimate
propheseer. Anyhow I, the author
previously prophesied to you, the
reader, that the pimple of J. Tweedil
Dumb was about to burst. And it
was. Abbott Laboratories had many
different security divisions. The
aforementioned unsolicited mail
division beingjust one of the many.
A discrepancy was noticed
in the Desoxyn inventories, and an
investigation initiated. This initi
ated investigation would be the
beginning of the end of J. Tweedil
Dumb. J. Tweedil Dumb told Linda
Sucadit, who was firmly ensconced
in her Mistress Gemini persona,
that he would no longer be able to
detourDesoxyn shipments. A slave
that maintains a munificent rela
tionship with his mistress must
have something to offer. Realize
that J. Tweedil Dumb was both
broke and unable to deliv er
Desoxyn. Neither Ms. Kane, Linda
Sucadit, or Nutley J. Squirrel, (Re
member Nutley J. Squirrel? This is
a story about Nutley J. Squirrel.)
needed J. Tweedil Dumb anymore.
Nutley J. Squirrel decided
that a) he had enough speed, b) that
he had enough speed, and c) that J.
Tweedil Dumb was a wimp and a
liability. If interrogated by Abbott
security he just might jeopardize
the twenty thousand square feet of
warehoused Desoxyn that Nutley
J. had squirreled away.
Nutley J. Squirrel took an
ordinary spring loaded wooden
clothespin, drilled an 1/8 inch hole
and inserted a metal nut and bolt
through either of the clothes pin
ning sides, attached a taught wire
to the opposite end of the clothes
pin affixing it to the butter dish on
J. Tweedil Dumb’s refrigerator
door. He then inserted a wooden
# • • • • V r**
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ALL RESERVATIONS ARE TO BE
MADE AT BLANTON OR FREEMAN
DURING LUNCH AND DINNER
HOURS UNTIL TUES. EVENING
ANY BOARD PLAN MEMBER NOT
PARTICIPATING 18 TO USE THE
CASH EQUIVALENT IN STUDENT
CENTER BETWEEN 6 :3 0 -8 :3 0 P.M
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Seagull, from page 13
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The F.M. Kirby Foundation has awarded a $22,000 grant to Planned Parenthood of Greater Northern
New Jersey (PPGNNJ) to expand their HIV/AIDS testing and counseling program to the Morristown center
on 196 Speedwell Avenue, effective January 1993. PPGNNJ currently provides this service at their Dover,
Plainfield and Elizabeth locations. It will also be available in Hackensack and Englewood in January. For more
information contact Loretta Ernst at (201) 539-9580, ext. 242.

G
Berger is an accomplished flat picking guitarist and a harmonica virtuoso. He is asinger/songwriter who
will perform original material plus his interpretations of songs by Harry Chapin, James Taylor, Cat Stevens,
Dan Fogelberg, The Eagles and Led Zeppelin. Admission to the concert is $4 and doors open at 8 p.m. For
directions call (201)731-3359.

G
"Launching Your Career" will be presented by Right Associates, an international human resource
consulting firm. In the seminar, you will learn where the jobs are, networking skills and how to create a job
action plan. The seminar will be held on Tuesday, December 29 and Wednesday, December 30 from 9 a.m.4p.in. in lire Right Associates Gatehall I, Parsippany, N.J. For more information call Joanne Totaro at (201)
292-0100 to register. Advanced registration is required. $25 donation to Community Soup Kitchen of
Morristown requested.

G
The Young Adult Ministers and Father Art have arranged for a fall day's retreat on Sat., Feb. 20. in
Rutherford. The day will last from about 9 a.m. and close with a 5:30 p.m. mass. If you would like to be a
part of this experience the cost will be under $10.

to reveal a bit of each character’s personality. The embellish
ments include such articles as shoes, women’s purses, pocket
watches and fine rimmed spectacles attached to a chain.
Lighting designer Joseph M. Gibaldi nicely contrasts
daylight scenes with evening scenes. Act II in particular, is well
lit. Its bright yet subtle intensity accurately denotes a midafternoon in the summer. The set design by Laura H. Maurer is
also well rendered.
The cast does a superb job in their characterizations. They
truly exemplify the manners and customs of Russian gentry and
their servants. Some of the actors discussed the nature of their
characters: Melanie Rae Stroming, who plays Nina, said, “I see
her as fan-loving, young and vibrant. She’s naive in the begin
ning and experienced towards the end.” “He definitely has an
obsession, an obsession about writing. It’s his dream to become
better that Tolstoy,” Michael Finn said of his character, Trigorin.
Matthew Horohoe, who plays Konstantin, described his charac
ter stating, “H e’s a little boy.” Several of the actors in The
Seagull imbue their characters with a unique and striking
persona. Stroming as Nina is endearing in her role. She gives her
character a deep yearning for fame and glory offset by a tender
innocence. These qualities are made apparent through her fine
performance. Equally as impressive in her role in Melissa
Pollard-Pentecost, who creatively uses a melodramatic inflec
tion in her voice to portray the egocentrism of a woman
possessed by self indulgent airs. Gerald Amicault provides
comic relief in his characterization. He perks up the role of
Medvedenko, the school teacher, with a good natured and
offbeat clumsiness. Finn as Trigorin gives a well defined status
to his role as the novelist. Horohoe, who holds the role of
Konstantin, the protagonist, has a pulsating passion which
becomes the driving force of the plot. The dramatic interplay
that occurs at the end of Act IV, when Konstantin realizes that
Nina has never loved him in the same regard as he has held her,
is striking! Here, Horohoe gives a captivating performance!!
His expressions truly reveal a heartbroken man whose soul’s
dream has been shattered.
In a recent interview, Director Ramon Delgado com
mented about the theme of this production stating, “The Seagull
discusses the need we have for recognition and appreciation.
Every character shares that need.”
Performances of The Seagull run on Dec. 10, 11, 12 at
8.p.m .and Dec. 13 at 2 p.m. For ticket information, call 8935112.
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L etterm an to NBC: "C heers is
over and I ’m outta here!"

W elcome to the final PROPHET
BIGG o f the semester. Yes, I am also sad
dened by that fact, but you have the holidays
to look forward to as well as the return of the
Prophet next semester! And now on with the
visions.
• Here is some hot news. Harrison
Ford (Patriot Games, Indiana Jones Tril
ogy) will star as Dr. Richard Kimble in
Warner Bros, new feature film The Fugitive.
The film is based on the hit TV show of the
sixties which starred David Janssen. It is the
story of a man, wrongly sentenced for kill
ing his wife. During a prison bus crash,
Kimble escapes and begins to search for a
one-armed man he saw fleeing the scene of
the crime while being pursued himself by
the relentless Lt. Gerard. Andrew Davis will
direct. He has directed the thriller The Pack
age as well as some Steven Segal films,
including his latest, Under Siege. If you
haven’t seen The Package go out and rent it.
As for The Fugitive, it has all the potential of
being a hit! Stay tuned for more.
• I have kind of a weird feeling every
time I see previews of Warner Bros, new
film Forever Young starring Mel Gibson
(Lethal Weapon /-///). I feel like deja’ vu.
Did I see this before? Frozen guy comes
back scenario and Mel Gibson? Frozen
Weapon? I don’t know whether to see this
film or not. I think I ’ll go sleep in a freezer
and think it over for a few years!
• Okay, here we go again. The Adven
tures o f Fartman, the Howard Stem action
blockbuster is supposedly, SUPPOSEDLY
being written by John Laughton. Laughton’s
most famous work is Pretty Woman. There
I did it! T hat’s it. T hat’s the end.
• Flash! David Letterman, host of the
popular show Late Night, has reportedly
accepted a deal from CBS to develop and
star in a show which will air opposite The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno. The deal is
reportedly worth 16 million dollars a year
rather then the 28 that is being rumored, The
network intent is to beat Leno in that time
slo t, which is something they have continu
ally failed to d o , even when Johnny Carson
was host. NBC, the current employer of
Letterman, has thirty days to beat the offer.
We all may think this is good, but we forget
that he would also be up against Arsenio. In

addition,
there is the
q u estio n o f
the open time
slot on NBC.
W ell
how
about The

B rad is
Special "H"- shaped installment!
the singi n g
voice of
Aladdin
i
n
Disney’s
New Dennis
current
Miller Show
w o n d er
orLateNight,
film of
with Dennis
the same
M iller? It’s
name.
one of those things that make you go So, you ask yourself, what is a singing
hmmmm.
voice? Well, for the first time in Disney
• Well, an era has ended. The long history there are separate voices for the
running television phenomenon, Cheers, acting and the singing o f a character. Now,
has gotten the official gate. Yes, after many, if you’ve had the chance to see the film, you
many years the show will finally go off the know the man can sing. If you haven’t seen
air. After consulting with the shows creators it, you should. Brad told me a lot about the
and star Ted Danson, the decision was made project and himself. The project was actu
that the show should conclude before the ally started before The Little Mermaid, but
quality suffered. Will Sam marry Rebecca? was abandoned for two years because some
Will Norm pay his tab? It's a sad, sad day, one didn’t like the direction it was going in.
folks.
Brad was re-auditioned for the role and got
•I am sad to report the death of Vincent it.
Gardinia. You mat remember him as Cher's
Brad was “bom and bred” in Manhat
father in the oscar winning fAm Moonstruck tan and loves the city. He started in theatre
but he also had an extensive stage career when he was only nine. He was in the
including such shows as The Prisoner of original company of Sunday in the Park with
21st Street.
George, which starred Mandy Patankin (The
Recently, I had the chance to sit down Princess Bride) as well as the original com
and chat with Brad Kane.

The Prophet speaks with Brad Kane, the singing voice o f Aladdin.

pany of Evita. He had no prior training in
voice or acting. Brad told me that he sings
because his mother always used to sing
when he was young so he started singing and
hasn’t stopped. He feels that there are both
good and bad aspects of being a child star
like the way people treat you. Some treat
you good and some don’t. Brad is nineteen
now and a film student at NYU. He is a big
fan of Spike Lee (director Malcom X ). He
was very inspired by one of Lee’s college
films, Joe’s Bed-Sty Barber Shop which he
calls the perfect film. He keeps a low key
about what he has done in the past. He
concentrates on school and his band. The
■>nd has been together for one year and is
c ently working on its first album. They’re
called Misconception and have just started
playing out recently.
About Aladdin, Brad is very proud to
have been a part o f it. He was in the studio
for only three days and a couple of returns
for cleanups. He was overwhelmed about
singing with the entire orchestra right in
front of him. This experience has sort of
rekindled his interest in doing live theatre.
His biggest thrill, he told me, was getting to
sing with Lea Sologna, who was the singing
voice of the princess in Aladdin. She has
gained fame from her performance in the
Broadway hit Miss Saigon. He had never
met her until the first day of recording but
quickly developed "a sort of passion which
comes across beautifully in the music."
This is not the first time that Disney
has wanted Brad. In fact he turned down an
offer to do The New Mickey Mouse Club
some time ago. He admits that he would
jump at the chance to do more Disney films,
however. “That’s what Disney films are
like. No matter what happens to me; no
matter what I end up doing, this will always
be there.”
And finally some special PROPHET
BIGG notes. To the cast of An Evening of
One-Acts, splendid job! I am very proud of
all of you. To Corrine, sticks and stones may
break my bones but Elephants will never be
better than me. Admit it. To Dr. Carroll and
The Squid, Yo! And a Merry Christmas or
Hanukkah or what ever it is you celebrate at
this time of year and Happy New Year. I
hope it is for me.

Home Alone II
Falling paint cans, Wet Bandits and cute little Kevin, again
by Marie Loughlin
I just got back from Home Alone 2
and boy is my brain tired. It is one of the
most mentally challenging films o f the year.
I can just picture John Hughes giggling as he
typed up the screenplay. “Paint can falls on
Bad Guys, (200 million dollars, domestic)
Bad Guys fall on slippery surface (I can buy
that Faberge’ Egg) Tee hee hee!”
Well, if you have to read this re
view to decide whether you are going to see
the movie, you should get out more. When
you have a surprise hit movie that makes
almost half a billioirdollars worldwide, you

don’t get experimental the second time out.
The makers of Home Alone movies have a
bit of a time restraint. The star and main
attraction of theirTreasury is not getting any
younger. Macauley Culkin, surprisingly
has not reached that age where he has really
bad kiddie teeth, and that chapped lip prob
lem that occurs when one eats too much
sugar. He is still that cute little guy that hung
with John Candy in Uncle Buck and was left
home by himself two years ago (although in
the new movie only one year has gone by).
So what is the big difference be

tween this movie and the first one besides
the financial matters? Well, it takes place in
New York. That’s about it. Oh yeah, for this
performance, the misunderstood old man
neighbor will be played by Oscar winner
Brenda Fricker, who plays a kindly old
homeless woman who is best friends with all
the pigeons in Central Park. O f all people,
Tim Cuny plays a stereotypically snooty
hotel clerk. All the other regulars are back,
including director Chris Columbus, who
gets a superior performance from Culkin,
Whoseemsto httve improved his mini solilo

quies that Mr. Hughes gives him for plot
development. The Wet Bandits are a lot
dumber and the accidents and booby traps
are more dangerous and therefore, funnier.
Yes, I must admit, as silly as the movie is, as
much of a ripoff of Warner Brothers’ car
toons it is, it still has some very funny
moments. To give them away would be like
opening a child’s presents for him on Christ
mas jnqm ing. You’ll just have to waste
some o f your allowance and see for your
self.
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Once a potato always a potato
A milestone has been reached.
All right, so it isn’t as mo
mentous as the Berlin Wall coming
down or general admission parking
on campus, but this is a true mo
ment for me. This is the 100th in
stallment of The Couch Potato Up

date.
To you, this may not seem
like a whole hell of a lot, but I have
been writing this little column of
mine for four years, and that is the
longest I have written something
consistently. For those who have
been with me since my humble be
ginnings in 1989, this will be a twominute drive down memory lane.
For those who caught me in the
middle, this will be a bit of spud
history.
When I first began reading
The Montclarion, a column like
mine already existed, entitled Tube
Talk. It wasn’t bad, and I got a kick
out of it. Then, the Rathskellar-gate
hit, and the dry campus was bom.
Coincidentally, the dude who did
Tube Talk was graduating. That’s
when I meandered into the dank

chemical-riddenRoom 113 Student
Center Annex. After speaking with
the Arts Editor, Barclay Minton, I
would pick up where Tube Talk loft
off, and adding movies, home video,
and Hollywood rumors. Since Tube
Talk belonged to another writer,
Barclay suggested Couch Potato
Update, and ever-so-graciously de
signed my first logo, a potato in a
La-Z-Boy style recliner watching
television with remote control in
hand.
Every writer grows, and I am
no exception. I got tired of doing
entertainment “checklists,” so I
changed my format in 1990 to tele

LllO\

vision commentary, which is what I
have been doing ever since. Our
current Editorial Cartoonist, Mike
Davis, designed the next Couch
Potato logo, also a potato in a re
cliner, but with a bowl ofpopcom in
front ofhim, and a remote controlin
one hand, a bottle of soda in the
other. The next logo was designed
by our former Montclarion goddess
and Production Editor, A lina
Wilczynski, and has been my logo
ever since.
Sometimes it’s hard for me to
believe that I ’ve been doing this
since 1989. I don’t know if any
other columns have lasted longer

than mine, but the only one I can
immediately think of was a music
column called Nolan’s Notes by
Janet Nolan. The only other longer
feature that I know was longer than
mine was an irreverent, but funny
cartoon called Gag Reflex by John
Paul. Forthose who haven’texperienced his humor, let me tell you one
of my favoities. The cartoon showed
a Christmas stocking hanging by a
fireplace with a vibrator visibly
poking out of the top. The caption
read “Yes, vagina, there is a Santa
Claus.” If that wasn’t a kicker, the
name on the stocking was “Mom.”
Four years have come and
gone, and God only knows when
I ’m graduating. But as long as I ’m
here, I ’ll keep writing Couch Po
tato Update. Yep, I ’m here for an
other good year or so, and certain
people on the paper’s staff will be
groaning and moaning, but tough.
I ’m here, and to spite them, I
might hang around for the 200th
installment.
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Kwanzaa k ic k s o f f
th e h o lid a y s e a s o n
by Cliff Annlcelll

The Organization of Students for AfricanUnity (OSAU)
kicked off its annual Kwanzaa celebration on Monday night
with a lecture by world-renowned author, literary critic and
scholar Dr. Ivan Van Sertima about the growing debate over
African contact and influence in the Americas long before
Columbus’ “discovery” of the “New World.”
Van Sertima, who has written more than half a dozen
books on the topic of African societies and culture, is
currently an associate professor at Rutgers University and
the founder of the Journal of African Civilizations. The
professor gave a detailed synopsis of the argument in his
book, They Came Before Columbus, that Africans had come
to the Americas decades in advance of European explorers.
He cited the vast amounts of pre-Columbian African arti
facts discovered throughout South and North America as
well as substantial anthropological, cultural and linguistic
elements of Native American culture that are of African
origin and influence.

"He didn't know what he
had discovered. And he didn’t
know what to tell people he’d
found when got back.”

Dr. Ivan Van Sertima delivered a powerful speech based on his book They Came Before
Columbus.

Van Sertima, who gave a similar
address to a congressional committee
on the Columbus quintennial in 1987,
set out to dispel the “Columbus
Myth” and instead focus on the
oft-ignored “high civilizations”
of Africa and their little-known
achievements.

“Columbus was an extraordinary man,” Van Sertima quipped, “He didn’t
know how he got here. He didn’t know what he had discovered. And he didn’t know
what to tell people he’s found when got back.”
Van Sertima’s lecture provided a wealth of information disputing Columbus’
claim to the discovery of America. When Columbus first landed in Haiti, he
explained, the native people told him of having traded gold-tipped spears with “black
skinned people” long before he arrived. The native Haitians, he pointed out, even
used the same name for the spears as Africans did. Van Sertima provided numerous
examples of previously hidden reports by Spanish explorers of sighting Africans
amongst native American societies from Honduras, Brazil and Nicaragua to Colum
bia, Mexico and Florida.
“Obviously, we have to once again look at these accounts,” he said.

According to Van Sertima, the reluctance of Europeans to come to admit that
Africans were in pre-Columbian America is part o f greater movement to destroy any and
all study and knowledge of the numerous highly-advanced African civilizations in favor
of promoting only the
awareness of the “primi
tive ones.”
“We have discov
ered many things that
show us how ignorant
we are about Africa.
What we studied in the
past had very little to do
with the ‘quintessential
A fric a n ’. Whe n we
study Europe, we study
the best of Europe. But
when we study Africa,
we study the worst of
it,” he said.
Van Sertima also
pointed out that efforts
to hide the troth about African influence in pre-Columbian
Native American cultures is still underway. Dozens of
statues of “colossal heads” (a uniquely African art form)
have been found over the past century but until recently
were ignored. In 1862, he said, a stone head with African
features and hairstyle was discovered and then “deliberately
hidden” until “rediscovered” in 1984.
“Don’t ask me how they illegally hid it,” he joked,
“and don’t ask me how I illegally got hold of it.”
All in all, the event seems to have been a success.
Michelle James, a junior psychology major, summed up the
audience’s reaction.
“I thought it was excellent. I learned a lot of things I
never knew about. Especially the stuff he mentioned from
before Columbus.”
OSAU will hold its second Kwanzaa related event on
Monday, December 14 at 12 p.m. in the Student Center
ballrooms when the “creator of Kwanzaa”, Dr. Maulana
Karenga, lectures on'Kwanzaa, Malcolm and the Memory:
Recovering the Vision and Values of Each.'
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CALL S H TRAVEL UNLIMITED

Happy
H o lid a ys

f they accept the charges, you can tell

I

them about C h asePhonc"1 It lets you

ENROLL

use your Chase card to make long distance
calls at M C P ’s low rates. And that’s just
one o f the unique ways well help make
your life a little easier at school.
Th at’s because
we’ve created Chase

Should You Get
A Chase Card For
The Long Distance
Savings?
[Call your parents collect
and see what they think, j

Student Services"1*
- an entire group of
special benefits just
for students.
For example,
when you take oft'
during W inter and
Spring Break, Chase
Student Travel will
take off with you.
In fact, you’ll get

COMPARATIVE
ANATOM

5% off the lowest
prices you find on

airfares, train tickets, car rentals and even
hotels.
O r, if you’re moving o ff campus, we’ll
even write a credit reference letter to help
you get an apartment.
Best o f all, we won’t ask you to fork
over an annual fee for the first year.
So pick up an application on campus
and apply for your Chase card today.
And the next time

9*X

Should You Get
A Chase Card For
The Long Distance
Savings?
[C allyour parents collect
and see what they think.]

Daytona Beach Spring Break ’9 3 will fe a tu re sp irite d debate s
on subjects including th e Miss Hawaiian Tropic® Beauty Pageant,
body-building c o n te s ts and a whole lo t more. It’ll be Darwin’s
th e o ry o f n a tu ra l se le ctio n a t it s m o s t e n te rta in in g along
th e 2 3 miles o f D aytona Beach. For more in fo rm a tio n , call

BIG BEACH. BIG FURL

1 -3 0 0 -S > 5 4 -1 2 3 4 fo ry o u rfre e S pring Break Planning K it.

B K BREAK.
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11 Mother of Ishmael
12 Miss Brewer, et a l .
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14 Ex-pitcher McLain
19 Girl
22 Height
24 Camelot notable
26
eyes
28 Sure thing
30 G i r l 's name
31 Wide's partner
33 "Leapsn' ------!"
34 Having leaves
35 ------ arts
36 Certain investment'
37 Very learned
DOWN
3 8 --- glass
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39 Boxing blows
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40 Indian cra ft
Nothing
42 Furnace leftovers
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Of the moon
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Extent of view
48 Certain fastener
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49 Blockhead
Fatty
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Did over
54 Clock dial number
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Gary and family
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ANSWERS
TO THIS
WEEK'S
PUZZLE
(cj Edward Julius
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T

Calvin

and

Hobbes

I'M HAVING
A LOT O F
H OU OA V
S T R E S S .^

Hobbes
AS THE NAGF EAR N ER H ER E,
ITS VOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO
SHOW SOME C O N S U M ER
CONFID ENC E AND S TA R T
BJVlNG THINGS THAT W ILL
G ET TOE ECONOMV GOING
AND C R E A T E PROFITS AND
EMPLOYMENT

by Bill W a tte rs o n
H E R t^ A L IS T O F
B i G T I C L t T ITEM S
FOR CHRISTM AS. 1
I C AN TRUST VOU
n h a t 's R i g h t
FOR OUR
COUNTRV

SO M E
ID E IL E
HOPE
TO DO

W E GOT TO STOP LEAV IN G
TO E N A IL STR EET JÖ IR N A L

and

Do w n , i d o u b t
MV G R EED FOR PRESENTS
OVERCOM E MV DESTRE
TO M ISBEHAVE
__

d eep
can

'--- ------------ J

>

C a l v i n and H o b b e S
C L HOBBES A

IF 1 Do T E N SPONTANEOUS
ACTS O F GOOD N H L A DAV
FROM NOW U N TIL CHRISTMAS,
S A N TA W U . H AVE TO B E
* L E N IE N T IN JMOGING TO E
RES T OF TR IS LA S T V E A R ;
I C A N C LA IM I 'V E TURNED
A N E N L E A F .'

I

ty m ..
Calvin

by Bill W a tte rs o n
T E N SPONTANEOUS ACTS OF
GCC® N I E L A DAV ? THAT'S
PRETTO MANV

FP r R'SGHHH

by Bill W a tte rs o n

Calvin

and

N E LL , H ER R S VOUR C H A N C E
S U S IE S C O M IN G THIS WAV

'*~7y I »
V

/
I

MAVBE V U .
S TA R T

TOMORROW

AND DO
2 0 A DAV

I

Hobbes

1992

by Bill W a tte rs o n

N U V ? VOU DORT SWOP FOR
A N T o u t , 'to o V E GOT T N O
N E E L S O F F FROM S C H O O L,
a n o v o ir , p a r e n t s D o au.
TUE C O O LIN G , C L E A N IN G ,
ANO DECORATING'
Ho n c a iLO
V a j HAVE
(
V -*

HOUDAV J I I
e2>
STR ESS?
<¿>

and

10,

N 1 HOBB

DAD D Œ S N T H A N D LE T O E
S EA S O N S S TR EST V E W
.
GR AC EFU LLV .

Calvin

T hursday , D ecember

Hobbes

b y Bill W a tte rs o n
t o o l , d o in g t e n g o o d
a c t s i s n t g o i n g t o im p « ?

S AN TA IF VOU DO BAD

SUPPOSE 1 JUST DONT EVPKT
G R A Z E H ER
It) PLAV
JA N AND LN OC L
N ITO A I L
SOME FILLIN G S W PRESENTO
EROSE . t y « - M_______
l , VC»).
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Diane and JT, Truly disgusting.
Love, Me! (Is i t a fam ily word?)

Lambda Tau Omega Sorority,
Inc.- ‘Nuf said.

Ami- We didn’t w a n t to te ll you,

To Lorraine- Congratulations!
SDT g o t a great sister. P.S.P a rty in your room to n ig h tyou’re invited. Love, The siste rs
o f Lamba Tau Omega, Sorority,
Inc.

b u t we think you should knowMonday morning there was a
MorningGlorypeekingoutofyour
rig h t ear. Remember to weed t o 
night! Good luck! Your very cool
roomates.

Thetas- Merry Christmas! Love,
Congratulations to th e new sis
te rs o f D-Phi-E. You guys are
great. Love, AH 5 6
Dan- The Macy’s Terror Boy- get
o ff th e damn floor and s to p
switching th e sale signs! Thanks,
Dorinda
Keith- I haven’t seen you in so
long. C hristm as seems so fa r
away. B u t I can’tw a it!! I love you
forever and always. Traci
Ca ryn (AO)-Thanks fo r listening
to me and giving me th e advice I
need. I love you! You’re th e best
Big ever. Love,
Your L ittle
Chlorine-A pony
t a il, a soggy
bun, a long
green
n o se 
picking French
fry, a thick, long
s tr a w and a
date t o a fag
r e s ta u r a n t in
my reindeercar.
Will t h a t be
enough to get

t h is g re e tin g p e rs o n a lly if
only I knew where t o reach
you. Call me fo r d in n e r and
c o n v e rs a tio n — an old t r a v 
elling com panion. (P.S. I s till
owe you fo r t h a t C o m m u n ist
R evolution in China paper)
D earest Eillek- I’ve really enjoyed
th e la s t few weeks “ Hangin
out,"going o u t and chatting fo r
hours. Thanks fo r giving me
something I’ve never found in any
one. Love always, Kram-Nevets

versary! Love, Ami
Karen D.-1 love you! We'll be awe
some roomies! Love, Heather

Whetheryou like ¡to r not, we love
you!) You’re stuck with us! Olga
and Barbie

Michelle (AOE)-Wewill blast loud
music till we drop. I love you.
Angelina

TomyfellowHocowsand DcowsI love Mooooooow. Love, M other
Cow

TKE- Excellent mixer- excellent
s h irts - excellent time. Love, Phi
Sigma Sigma
Lally-1 w ant to lick your charms.

M ost R o m a n tic Personal

you back in the swimming mood
again? Some guy in TKE
Kerry-1 don’t know why, butyou’re
making me laugh. You’re a g re a t
th ird p a rty on a two-way con
versation. Love, Your tw o-year
roomate
Al (Tau Phi B eta)- All I w ant to
do is keep our “ date.” I love you.
Sandy
Chuckie (TKE PZ 109)- I think
you’re really ht. B u t I’m to o shy
to tell you in person. Your Se
c re t Admirer
Hey Sher! Did you wrestle? Oh
my gosh- so did I! M arry me.
To th e LTO- With the tig h t jeans,
cowboy boots and th e long hair
you’re looking b e tte r by th e se
mester.
Stum p and Ewok (ZBT)- Tulip
o u t lastedyou guys by tw o hours.
Satisfied now
We Cowboy fans are n o t “ Band
wagon Fans.” M o st o f us have
s im p ly
been
in
hibernation fo r the p a s t couple
o f years.. Something you G ia n t
fans will have to g e t used to .
P o ttie from Srandon- Happy
Double

#S0

eucesl I’d o f extended

,, V
Christina - No
amount of miles
can keep us apart
over the holidays.
I love you. -Kevin

Sheri and NinaThanksforbeing
th e re fo r meth a t ’s w hat sis
terhood is for!!
B e tty
Tothe siste rs o f
Phi Sig- I ju s t

wanted to say
th a n k you fo r
looking a t every
th in g w ith an
V
$?
open
mind.
Things alw ays
KLVM-1 can’t w ait to “ spin” you work o u t fo r th e best! I love all of
like a frisbee on th e dance floor you! IPSL A nnette
to n ig h t! Love, MSG
Yamilet and Maria (ITAL)- Happy
ToTrishand Lorna (AO)-Thanks Birthday, we loveyou. Sorry you’re
fo r listening to my STORIES? not 21 y e t ‘Yamilet.” Ha ha! In
Guess who
Sisterhood, Lambda Tau Omega
To th e Mermaid “QUEEN” - S top
playing hard to get. For w hat
thou isn’t aware o f is th a t a
crown s its over my head also.

Latif (AXP) Howwazyou?Longtime
notalk! Give me a call! Love, Kim (AO)
Tothe lota class (D-Phi-E)-Con
gratulations! I’m so glad you

To our D cows- Milk ussss! Ho
cows
W ilson ( In te r e s t G ro u p o f
Lambda Theta Phi)- Loved see
ing you a t Big Daddies! B u t I’m
s till hungry!!! Hungry

Congrats lotas! You guys are
awesome. Love, C risty AH 9 3
Professor Din- You suck! Did you
g e t your degree from Acme? Fi
nance S tu d e n t
Cheryl and Karen- Next tim e le ts
find a warmer place- outside is a
little cold. Karen-Your hair is so
nice and curly and shit! Love,
Heather

Barbie-1 loveyou to death. Olga
Latin Month Committee- You did
a slamming job. Olga
To Maria (ITAL) and YamiletHappy Birthday girls! We love
you. The LTO siste rs
To C h ris tin e th e

S e c u rity

G uard - Here i t is.
To Lambda Tau Omega, Soror
ity, Inc.-G et ready fo r a slammin’
semester! Spring 9 3 - grey and
royal blue forever! Love, Beli
C o n g ra tu la tio n s
to
th e
“ FEROSAS” on another fa n ta s 
tic year. Your line was all dat!!!
Love, Your founding m others
(LTO)
To th e men o f Lambda Theta
Phi- I’m down with brown and I
can’t p u t i t down)

Bond- Its ju s t you and me a t the
dance. Pickyou up a t 7:00! Love,
Slick
Dear Melissa- Thank you fo r the
best night (and morning) o f my
life. Even if you did s e t me sick.
Save th e la s t dance fo r me. Love,
Michael
D e a re s t M ic h a e l- I dream
a b o u t you on a lonely beach
u n d e r th e m o o n lig h t. You
ta k e my b re a th away honey!
Leave yo u r woman- she’s in
Indiana! I’m here, so ta k e my
body now. Love, B re a th le s s
\

Dean- We’ll have th e best tim e
Thursday night! I to ld you we’d
go! Mis
Inez- Here’s your personal- enjoy
it!
Rachel- No more blackmailing me.

WTD! K -not ta p e th a t!
Craig (Senate)- Thanks fo r pick
ing me up on Saturday- I told
you i t wasn’t far. We owe you a
big one. Love ya- Maria

Hanslergate(ZBT)- We heard
you have a problem with motion
sickness! Love, Pam and Dorinda
(EDE)

Cheeziest Personal
Gina - Your mom can’t
make our next
party- but
your dad will be
there.
Love, Ang

Chrissy, Don't worry about the
cheeseburgerorthechange. Luv

yaSigma Tau Nu and Phi Sigma
Sigma- A winning combination.
Sunshine-Come shineon my gar
den. Tulip

made it! Love, AH B7

M a ria # 5 3 (OKX)- I love my
s u rro g a te Big. T h a n k s fo re v e ry th in g . I’ll m iss our diner
c h a ts . Love, Tara # 7 9

Michelle-Thanke fo r understand
ing. Love, Olga and Barbie

You can’t prove a thing and Chris
won’t believe you. Love you lots,
Christine a.k.a. 11/20
Non-procrastinationweeksucksl
Craig (Senate)- Thank you fo r
S aturday night. You are really a
sweetheart. I t was fun fo r 11/2
until th e cop took us to our
destiny. Love, Nelly
To th e fu tu re S iste rs o f Phi
Sigma Sigma- Its gonna be good
cause we’re hot!

Sandy- Relax! Relate! Release!

Tothe InterestG roup of Lambda
Theta Phi- Nice seeingyou a t Big
Daddies. We’ll be calling soonhope you can deliver. Craving,
Starving, Hungry and Arroz

To my room ates in IOTA- Thanks
fo r putting up with my eight
weeks o f pledging. You’re the
best. Love, Darlene

App- Thanks fo r th e advice- I
could have broken my neck. Ami

Beli- This whole semester we have
been lost, we needed a mother

To my fellow Ho cows- Nothing
could ever te a r us apart! Hugs

Kris and Sanjay- Happy Anni

fig u re and you becam e it.

and kisses, Belinda

Lisa- Take a chance. You won’t
regret it. Love, Hold on t o my
heart
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Bond, Slick, Goldie and Diz- I’ll
miss you guys over break! I hope
S anta is good to you guysl Love,
Mo
Cindy (AKPsi)- Patience is a vir
tue. Love, Darlene
ZBT-What was in t h a t beer??
G reat mixerl Love, Theta
Mom and Dad- Merry Christm as
and Happy New Yearl! Love, Traci
Candi-Count Down... Eight. Let’s
roll around in the leaves some
more and make like. Pealy, Nick
To my soon-to-be-ex-roomateYou are an inconsiderate, stupid,
son-of-a-bitch bastard. I hopeyou
keep on getting all o f th a t free ice
cream to give away because th a t
is the only way anyone is going to
come intoyour room. It m ust suck
th a t you can count all o f your
friends on one finger. Believe me
when I say, “You won't be missed.”
Guess who
To all o f th e B rothers o f Theta
Xi- We are the #1. Peace) Casanot
Pocky (LTA)- You’re very p re tty ,
sweet and very sexy and you
need someone as sweet as me.
Flyguy

Maria A. (Theta)- Mooo! Can I
borrowyour sweater? Love, Your
Big
AIX Liz- You’re th e best! Merry
Christmas! AXP # 5 6
Tina- Merry ChristmasPebell And
Happy New Yearl I can’t w ait to .
celebrate New Years with you
again.Can93top92?Love,Eileen
M & M- Merry Christmas and
Happy New Yearl Love, Ellen and
Traci
Gina- Your mom can’t make our
next pa rty- but your dad will be
there. Love, Ang

I
Xi class (Theta)- S ta y strong.
We love you guys.
Monica- Drink some water up
side down and do the cowboy.
Good luck t o the new E 'Stoard of
AXP.
To my lit t le bro Pick (AXP)Congrats, I knew you could make
it. Love, Joe

WHOOOOOOA NELLY!

S anta- Please bring me every
thing I want, including my honey
on Christmas)! I’ve been very

o f th e pool table! Love, Diane
Toenail c lip p in g s
HABUBBAAII!

fo r

all.

Chal and Pick- Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year! Love, Eileen

goodl!
Stephanie, Sue Ann, Ellen, Nicole
and Susan- Merry Christm as
and Happy H o lid a ys t o my
“ M ontclair Family!” Love, Traci

strength in Sisterhood. Keep our
family tree alive. Love, Tara # 79

Alpha Omega. You guys are awe
some. I love you all. Leash ZA 3 9

Cong ratu lations t o the new Ex
ecutive Board o f TKE. Kick Ass!

Liz- Happy Holidays! Blue Velvet

To the interested girl in M ath
c la s s - When can we m eet?
Signed, Curious Joe

Tulip (ZBT)-1 like your nickname
ju s t th e way i t is. OKX

Casanot is so sexy!

Piggy- I can’t w ait t o spend
Christm as with you! I hope the G o e b e r- M e rry C h ris tm a s
snow is falling,
th e fire is h o ta n d
th e love is pas
sio n a te ! M erry
G ood luck to the new
Christmas! I love
you- Thumper

To ETN- Can’t w ait to g et things
rolling! We’re a winning combina
tion! Love, Phi Sig # 70
Cr¡sty- You are the best Little and
I love you very much! Love, Jennifer

To th e Chinese
fire drill squadNext tim e sta y in
thecarwhiledriving.Wooocowboyl
#72

Exec Foard of
AXF..Good luck to
the new Exec Foard
of A X F ...Good luck to
the new Exec Foard
of AXF..

T anja, G opika,
S tacy and Lauren- If Janecould
only see us now- Theta Kappa
Chi’s best family tree! LuvyasLaura
Nelly- Pead my lips... No More
Dates! Loveya- Chaquita

Efrain- Thanks for all th e good
tim es we’ve had together, the
embarrassments and all the
timesyou had t o listen to all my
problems. You area great friend.
Love you- Maria
Diane- I know I never to ld you,
b u t I want you to know t h a t you
are th e best Big anyone could
have. Love ya, y o u r lit t le
Chaquita- Posalita
Sue Ann- Merry Christmas! I
wishyou weren’t leaving, but we’ll
still keep in touch! Happy New
Year! Love, Eileen

Hey Poom ie- Have a g re a t
SOUTHEPN C h ris tm a s a t
HUUME) Love, Your roomie
Hulkie- I love you, miss you and
need you. Happy holidays! Love,
Your sweetie

Mike- Ilf you are eerioue about the Foconoe,
make the reoervatione

Poger (from Stone)- Let’s get
togethe ru nderthe m istletoe fo r
a nice passionate “ French kiss.”
With love always, Yoursexy phone

and I'll leave my ekiie
a t home.

m istress
Keith- Merry Christm as honey!
Can we g e t together under the
MISTLETOE?) Love always, Traci
Merry Christm asand Happy New

Car\o- Thanks fo r the beautiful
corsage t h a t c u t up my arm!
Hope you had fun! Love, Pam
(SDT)

Year Mom and Dad) Love, Eileen
Kim (AO)- Being single is the way
Dolores- Thank you fo r always
looking o u t for me. S ta y sweet.
Peace. See you in the Winter
break. Casanot
Goldie Locks- S anta is coming
and so isyou know who! If my g ift
with th e big red bow isn t under
th e tree I’ll die. Puddin Head

t o gol No commitments, no obli
gations. Enjoy it while it lasts!

To Puddin’ Head- Finally, th is
semester will be soon ending.
This time, please don't count
the days to the next one’s be
ginning. J u s t remember all the
fun we’ve had together. Though
it ’s ju s ta memory,some memo
ries la s t forever. Love, Bond

up.

Dana and Mark- i wish you the
best of luck together- have a
joyous holiday. Love- Traci

Chalie- Merry Christmas! This
Christmas will be the best ever,

Melissa (OKX)- You’re a great
L ittle . Pemember th e re is

Jim (ZBT)- You can write on my
backanytime. Thanks foropening

C o n gratula tions t o th e E ta
c la s s o f Sigma Delta Taul I’m so
proud o f my
“ babies!” Love,
Mom Jeanine

Aren't me o r i g n i n a l ?

To the Theta Suite down the hallju s t wantto say, Mr. Tino’s is mad!

Congrats Exec Board AXP service.

Hey Tom (ZBT)- I’m seeing double
Tony- I hear Sleeping Beauty is
coming o u t soon- wanna go see
it? Love, Heather

because i t is with you! I love you!
Love always- Eileen

Chalie- I can’t
w ait to spend
th e Holidays
with you! Iju s t
wishyou would
behereforour

and Happy New Year t o my
fa v o rite godchild. Love, Ellen

special day.
B u t when you
g e t back from
Florida, every
day will be spe
cial as long as I’m with you! I love
you always Ellen

Cong ra ts to the newest, coolest
Exec Board o f AXP. Let’s kick
assl Silly D.

EFW- “ How old are you?” Keep it
down, we’re trying to sleep. Meg
Pyan

Stephanie- Merry Christmas! No
RUDENESS over the holidays!
Happy New Year! I’m sure we’ll
g e t together over the break, and
celebrate. Love, Eileen

DJBPN- Merry Xmas roomies!
How long will our tree last? Love,
Kerry

Brady- I don’t think S aturday
night was all th a t bad. I persona lly th o u g h titw a s p re tty good.
Goodies

To th e S iste rs of Theta Kappa
Chi- Thanks fo r all the great
memories. I’ll missyou very much.
S ta y united- Strength in S is
terhood. Love and Sisterhood
forever- Tara #79

Deltas- G reat party! Everyone
and their fa th e r was there (lit
erally)!

Christina - No amount o f miles
can keep us a p a rt over th e holi
days. I love you. -Kevin

Congratulations. Executive Hy
potenuse o f the Triangle of Ter
ror. AXP # 6 0

M a ria (T h e ta )- My lit t le
Chaquita Banana. I love you.
Where are we going fo r winter
break? Love, Your Big

Traci- Merry Christmas roomie!
I hope Santa is good to you th is
year. Happy New Yearl Love,
Eileen
Peace, to my favorite bunch o f
F— ups. Merry Christmas AXP.
Silly D.

Jen- The Excelsior police are look
ing fo r a missing green cand\e.
Have you seen it? Dorinda
Pocky (LTA)- I’m th e rig h t per
son fo r you. Love, The Man
Al (Tau Phi B eta)- You are the

Teddy (phi Sig)- Don’t worry
about your honey. He’s excel
lent! Love, The S toryteller
To the new S iste rs o f Alpha
Omega, Congratulations! I knew
you could do it! Love, Kim ZA 4 0
Tommy- How big will my rock be?
Merry Christmas! I love you! Love,
Kerry

only one I want! I loveyou. Sandy
Dorinda- What’s th e name of
t h a t beer? You know, the one
t h a t blows ass? Nancy
Hot, single woman seeking h o t
M ontclair man: Call me a t ext.
507... oops! I fo rg o t.th e re a re n ’t
any!
TKE Kubik- Happy 22nd Big bro.

Bailey Lynn- Be a good kitty, or
we’ll have to use our parental
skills and lock you in th e dark
bathroom fo r ten minute inter
vals. Love, KDJPN
Stefanie- Merry Christmas! I’m
so glad you’re back in Jersey for
the Holidays! Can’t w ait until
New Years! Love, Ellen
Congratulations to the ZB’s of

Smiley
Alicia (AO)- I know things have
been a little rough between us,
so let’s g e t togethe r soon and
make up fo r it. I love you! Love,
Kim
Happy Habubbaa and to all a
good night!

TIFE
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Ooze & Oz from page, 21
wedge betwixt the metal bolts of
the opened clo th espin, the
wooden wedge also was attached
to a taught wire looped around
one of the shelf supports of the
vegetable bin, itself attached to
the back of the Frigidaite over at
Tweedil Dumb’s soon to be flat*
teued bachelor pad.
N utley J. Squirrel linked
tw o blasting cap attached sticks
o f am m onium hydroxide to one
o f the bolts on the clothespin.
N o w he ran a w ire from that
m etal clothes pin bolt to the
positive terminal o f a Sears D ie
hard that he had hidden in the
vegetable bin o f J. T w eedil
D um b’s refrigerator. From the
other bolt h e ran a w ire to the
positive side of the aptly nam ed
D iehard. Naturally the w ooden
w edge w as inserted in betw een
the clothespin, forcing it open.
N utley J. Squirrel sprinkled
am m onium all over J. Tw eedil
D um b’s kitchen, and unscrewed
the overhead light bulb just
enough so that it w o uldnot light

when the sw itch w as sw itched
on. He also left this recipe on the
kitchen corinten
Add a small amount of solid
iodine crystals to about 20 cc. of
concentrated ammonium hydrox
ide. Thisoperationmust be formed
very slowly, until a brownish-red
precipitate is formed.
Now it is filtered through
filler paper, and then washed first
with alcohol then with ether.
Tri-iodide most remain wet,
since when it dries it becomes in
credibly sensitive to friction. One
time, one documented detonation
occurred when one misguided
mosquito landed on i t
A u th o r’s p re cau tio n ary

statement;
This is an extremely un
stable explosive and should not
be messed with.
It was midnight when I.
Tweedil Dumb waltzed (like only
an analinguous odalisque or a man
who bought a dozen cucumbers at
the store and only ted eleven to put
into the refrigerator can), into his
kitchen. He repeatedly flicked the

light switch, “Damn crumbsnatching communist,” he muttered as he
opened the refrigerator door to get
himself a vodka and kaopectate
cocktail and to put away the cu
cumbers...
Nutley J. and Linda Sucadit
stepped out, split, and adiosedstage
left info Mexico. They were blow
ing the joint whilst blowing ajoint;
that J. Tweedil so and so no more
was blowing his joint sky high.
H aving
d isco v ered
that
percorodans were available over
the counter in Mexico. Nutley J,
andLindaSucaditstarted their very
ow n im port export com pany;
Mexicodene Unlimited which was
recently acquired by the aforesaid
Abbott Laboratories for a not so
nominal fee.
Today Linda Sucaditis doing
very well for herself. She parlayed
her part of the warehousedDesoxyn
stash and Mexicodene profits into a
whorehouse. Linda Sucadit owns a
townhouse over on 22nd Street, in
New York City. This townhouse
specializes in bondage and disci
pline served with a twist, straight

and oral sex is offered within the
confines of a session, for an addi
tional fee of course.
If time was a turtle, it would
still move too fast. As it often does
on speed. When time does speed it
goes kinda quick. Imagine time
rushing around trying to catch i t ’s
connection. Sometimes it m ow s
slow, ju ^ try to cop as h u t when
you been cranking for a couple
days. Sometimes it moves real slow
like the Chambers Brothers Time.
Sometimes the days blur together
like the big green sign indicating
the Washington D.C. bypass on
route 95, north bound naturally.
North bound with a full head of
speed, apocket full ofhalffilled
with speed gelatin caps,
(much easier to snort at
75 MPH, then it is to
y
lay out lines) and a
/
Sixteen speed
/
load of oranges
/
Out of Pom
pano due
i
n
Port

land in thirty-five hours.
Time is up.
Now, the story is over.
As for Nutley J. Squine
well, time is on his side, he’s a
party waiting to happen, he’s an
option that exists inside of me.
An option that I choose not
to exercise today. But,
an Optionthatis very
very real.

C o lleg e L ife U n ion B oard P resen ts:
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MONEY
FOR TUITION
NEXT Y EA R ?
Applications are now available for the MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
U n d e r g r a d u a t e S c h o l a r s h ip and S t u d e n t s e r v ic e a w a r d s . This year, the Alumni
Association w ill award 10 Undergraduate Scholarships with emphasis on academic proficiency,
and 10 Student Service Award Scholarships with emphasis on service to the college and commu
nity. Each award ranges from one-quarter to one-half o f the annual full-tim e basic tuition.

Applications and guidelines are available at:
•
Alumni House, 34 Normal Ave. (across from Sprague Field)
•
Academic Advising, Advising and Tutorial Center
•
Educational Opportunity Fund office, College Hall, room 304
•
Financial Aid office, College Hall, room 321
•
Student Government Association, Student Center Annex, room 101
Deadline for application is FEBRUARY 15,1993
For further information, call the Alumni Association at (201) 893-4141.

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE

A

l u m n i
SSOCIATION

UPPER MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY 07043

Come in
out of the

ERSESSI

sex C o u n ty College

SFOosLcentrated Learning

m

1992 - Jan u ary 15.
Monday th o u g h Friday and Saturday, Jan u ary 9, 1993

%
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%

V
,•\
v .\

Three weeks o f im m ersion in a world of your choice

• Explore the wonders of the human mind
• Discover the magnificent music of Beethoven, Vivaldi & Chopin
• Try your skill at racquetball or swim in our heated pool
Enter the worlds of Tintoretto, Michelangelo or Rembrandt
• Listen to the heartbeat of business and marketing
• Chart your path through the fascinating realm of mathematics

All this and more at MCC's WINTERSESSION

Come in out of the cold.
R egistration now through December 18, by m ail or in person.
U

¥

i

MIDDLESEX

D e c e m b e r 21 th r o u g h t h e f ir s t d a y o f c la s s , la te r e g is tr a tio n
in p e r s o n , o n a s p a c e a v a ila b le b a s i s ($ 2 5 la te fee a s s e s s e d )

155 M ill Road
P.O. Box 3050
Edison, New Jersey 08818-3050

The WINTERSESSION work load Is heavy. For a single course, you should expect to spend
about as much time In and out of the classroom on a weekly basis as you would carrying a
full-time load in a normal 14 - week semester.
If you have the time to invest, WINTERSESSION could be perfect for you.

COUNTY COLLEGE

T h e .M o n tc la r io n
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

“The Real W orld" w ith a
p ro fe ssio n a lly w ritten re 
su m e an d c o v e r le tte r s .
P rices start at $40. W RITE
ON TA R G ET - 835-3951.
C all anytim e.

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25-30 WORDS),
4LONG W ITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE
HONTCLARION TO: TH E M O NTCLARIO N 113 STU D ENT CENTER ANNEX,
MONTCLAIR ST A T E COLLEGE, UPPER M O NTCLAIR, N J 07043, A T T N .

HOUSEM ATES W ANTED
2 Housemates, Female or Male
wanted to share beauti fill 3 Bed
room House in Little Falls area.
Great location on Browertown
Rd. Near to all shopping and
major roadways. Private, off
street parking, safe and Secure.
R E N T IN C L U D E S: ALL
UTILITIES, cable, AC, washer
and dryer. Share 1 large bath
room. Use of entire house, attic
storage. Please no drugs, nonsmokers pref. No pets (owner
h a s 2 cats) $425/month,plus 1
month security. AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY 890-1308
ask for Danny.

C hild C are fo r 3 year old boy
in o y r N utley hom e. F lexible
schedule, but p re fe r 2-3 w hole
days. E x p erien ce and re fe r
ences req u ired . C all B ob or Pat
at 667-1195.

W

•7 5

ednesday,

To

p

D

B E A C H -1 5 .

S K I - I n te r c o lle g ia te S k i
W e e k s , $ 2 0 9 . !n c lu d e s :5
D A Y L IF T T I C K E T / 5
N IG H T S
L O D G IN G
(M OU NTAIN SIDE
C O N D O )/
5
DAYS
IN T E R C O L L E G IA T E
A C T IV I T IE S ( D r in k in g

SERVICES

Student w anted for a fte r school
childcare. L ive in or out. L o
cated in M ontclair. Job start
ing January. N aom i 744-6356
or 744-2350.
B A B Y S IT T E R W A N TED : for
16 m onth old and occasionally

S P R IN G B R E A K IN JA M A IC A -T h e b e s t p r o p e r 
tie s at th e b e s t p r ic e s —
N e g ril/M o n te g o B ay fro m
$469.
C a ll
1 -8 0 0 -

BA BY S IT T E R - F or 2
ch ild ren in M o n tc la ir- 1 0
and 7 . P ic k up at school,
stay w ith them 4-6 every
M o o -F ri. C a ll 5 0 9 -8 8 3 5 ,
T h e s e k id s a re e a s y to
handle.

CHILD CARE

FOR SALE

VACATIONS

4 yr. old. A pprox. 15-20
h o u rs /w e e k . M U S T B E :
L oving, ex p e rie n c e d , and
reliable. Please call: 201509-0271.

M A C IN T O S H P L U S C O M PU TER - 1MB RAM, 20 MB
EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE and
IMAGEWRITER II PRINTER.
Great condition - $1,000 - Call
785-4135 ask for Robert.

LOOKING FOR...

A g e - 1 8 ), S p o n s o re d by
L a b a n ’s, M o is o n a n d M t.
SU TTO N ,
CANADA

RESUMES. Professionally
typeset and laser printed. 10
Resumes for $29. Call 8128368.

(J u s t a c ro s s th e V e rm o n t
B o rd e r) G ro u p L e a d e r

P R O F E S S IO N A L
RE
S U M E S . Be p rep ared fo r
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u ffet

•G
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W ednesday, D ecember 2 3 is the

T hursday ,

B est B oobs W et t- shirt Contest

D ecember 31

10

- -

D is c o u n ts .
Jan . 3 -8 ,
J a n lO - 1 5 & S p rin g b re a k
’93. C a ll S k i T ra v e l U n 
lim ite d . 1 -8 0 0 -9 9 9 -S K I9.

D ecem ber 1 6 -

a n c er s
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OF OUR BIGGEST &

HOTTESTDANCERS
7 PM - CLOSING

USHER IN THE NEW YEAR AT
S m n k y 's

Thursday , D ecember 2 4 C hristmas Eve P arty
n o o n - 7 pm

12 TOP DANCERS
FREE BUFFET

2 9 0 Watchung Ave
• West O range, NJ
• 2 0 1 -6 6 9 -0 3 3 3

FREE BUFFET

12

TOP DANCERS

t

S pank ys

MSC comes away from "Turn Back the Clock" with mixed feelings
The 79-38 drubbing at the hands
of Division IFD U in a men’s bas
ketball game on Monday night
drew mixed reviews within the
MSC athletic department.
The Red Hawks participated in
FDU's "Turn Back the Clock

cnn
Night" at the request of tha
the FDU
athletic department.
The players wore old uniforms
and ath letic ad m in istratio n ,
coaches and chcedeadcrs from both
schools donned old garb to
comemorate 40 years ofFDU bas
ketball.
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MSC Sports Information t-»:
Di
rector A1 Langer, who was heavily
involved in the event offered his
opinion.
"Overall it was fun, but a little
weird-I came away from it with
mixed feelings. It was a good
opportunity, but I don’t think we

__
. -__..... ........(
were taken seriously,” said Langer.
"Iwould have felt better about
it if we had dressed up for charity,’’
Langer added.
MSC Athletic Director Greg
Lockard saw the event in a differ
ent light
’’I think we got some good ex

_______
_ our
posure
out. of i t but that wasn’t
intention going in,’’ he said.
’’Our players were out there to
win. We knew what we were get
ting ourselves into. I believe that
from an an administrative stand
point, the game was a success.

-Montclarion Sports
T hursday, D ecember 10,1992
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Brendan Suhr: from MSC to the NBA
MSC graduate returns home as New Jersey Nets’ top assistant coach
b y K eith A. Idee
"The mark of a good coach is to
Early in li fe people set goals for win and Ollie did just that. It may
themselves. Sometimes the goals be hard for students to fathom now,
are achieved, sometimes they are but in the late '60's and early '70's,
not. Rarely are those goals sur Montclair had one of the top pro
passed. Brendan Suhr provides grams in the country," added Suhr.
Suhr went on to reflect on the
one of those rare cases.
The 1973 MSC graduate
wanted to teach and become a top
basketball coacli at the high school
level. However, through years of
hard work, he’s turned out to be
one of the most highly regarded
assistant coaches in the NBA and
has been part of two World Cham
pionships with the Detroit Pistons.
In May, the 41-year-old Suhr
returned to the area as the top assis
tant to head coach Chuck Daly
with the New Jersey Nets.
In an interview last week at The
Meadowlands, the Fair Lawn na
tive fondly as well as realistically Suhr : Coaching at its finest.
recalled his days at MSC.
”1 look back at my experience direction that he’s gone in since
at Montclair as a very positive one. leaving MSC. "It's weird because
Like most things in life, it had its I took 128 credits at Montclair and
peaks and valleys. I went through only two of the were in coaching
those peaks and valleys academi basketball. Since then I've spent
cally, athletically and socially, but 20 years as a coach," said Suhr
that’s what helps prepare you to with a chuckle.
After earning his degree in
succeed in life. That’s what col
1973,
Suhr took an assistant coach
lege is all about,” said Suhr.
ing
position
at the University of
"The main reason I thought my
Detroit,
under
current college bas
education at Montclair State was
ketball
guru
Dick
Vitale. Suhrwas
so outstanding, was because when
I graduated 1 knew I was prepared hired by Vitale in April 1973, two
to move on," said Suhr, who played months before he even graduated.
After one
for
H ubie ,-------------------year there,
Brown at Fair
"I firmly believe that Suhr became
Law n
High
School in the
you coach people, not an assistant at
Fairfield Uni
late 1960’s.
basketball players. I versity in ConW hile
at
MSC from Septhink that 95 percent of n e c t i c u t ,
w here
he
tem ber 1969,
your success depends earned his
through June
1973, Suhr ma
on how well you deal M asters D e
gree in Educa
jored in physi
with people."
tional Admin
cal education
istratio n in
and played bas
---------------------1979.
ketball for leg
He
spent
six
years
at Fairfield
endary coach Ollic Gclston.
before
he
responded
to
his true
Suhr was a standout guard lor
calling.
two MSC teams that made trips to
On June 25, 1979, at the ripe
the NCAA tournament. He was a
age
of 28, Suhr was hired as an
team captain and MVP his senior
assistant
coach with the Atlanta
season. He also led his team in
Hawks.
He
held that position for
assists and was second in the na
nine-and-a-half
seasons, a major
tion in free-throw percentage that
ity
of
them
under
fellow MSC
year (1972-73).
graduate
Mike
Fratello.
Even in his days as a player,
"Michael has had a very large
anyone could see that Suhr was
influence
in my life. I consider
destined to be a coach. "He didn't
him
a
dear
friend and he was the
have overwhelming physical abil
best
man
in
my wedding. He's
ity, but he was very smart. Brendan
amazing
because
he's so competi
was a true student of the game. He
tive.
Everything
he does he be
knew it inside and out," said

comes the best at, whether it be as
a coach or a television analyst. I'm
very happy for all of the success
he's achieved," said a smiling Suhr.
With plenty of bench experi
ence under his belt, Suhr decided
to move up to the front office. He
served as Atlanta’s Assistant Gen
eral M anager and Director of
Scouting before he returned to
coaching.
The well-spoken Suhr joined
Chuck Daly's staff at Detroit in
January, 1989.
InJune ofthatyear,Suhr helped
guide the Pistons to their first of
two straight NBA World Champi
onships. "That's an incredible feel
ing. I really can't explain it. Aside
from anything dealing with my
wife and children, it's the thing I'm
most proud of. It helps to under
stand why you put in so much time
and work so hard," Suhr said, sport
ing his back-to-back champion
ship ring.
Suhr, who serves as Vice Presi
dent of the NBA Coaches, enjoys
everything about his job. "There's
nothing I dislike about it. The
travel is great. We stay in the finest
hotels and we have our own team
plane, which makes the travelling
more pleasurable. Only 27 people
in the whole world have the job
that I do, and that's very special,"
he said.
Even though coaching in the
NBA can be grueling and distress
ing, Suhr manages to get the most
out of it. "Coaches live for games.
They keep your juices flowing,"
he added.
The 14-year NBA coaching
veteran offers a unique philosophy
to the game. "I firmly believe that
you coach people, not basketball
players. I think that 95 percent of
your success depends on how well
you deal with people," said Suhr.
It is this approach that could
help the New Jersey Nets. When
Daly decided to leave Detroit and
come to New Jersey, Suhr came
with him.
"Chuck brings immediate cred
ibility to this organization. We're
trying to build an image here. We
want the Nets to be perceived the
same way that the Knicks, Bulls,
Celtics, Lakers and Pistons are.
We'd also like for it to be an honor
and a privilege to play in New
Jersey. That doesn't necessarily
come with winning, but with the
right attitude," explained Suhr.
This scholar of the game sees
the NBA as one big family. "You

develop relationships both on and
off the court over the years. I have
had the pleasure of coaching some
great players as well as dealing
with some good people," he said.
"It's nice to be able to comfort
people when they're going through
tough times. It was a good feeling
to be able to call Earvin (Magic
Johnson) and tell him that we were
thinking about him and that we
were there for him," Suhr said com
passionately.
Suhr feels that getting to know
people is the fun part of his job.

hard to stay away,” Suhr said.
His wife Brenda, and their two
children Christina and Brendan
Kelly (B.K.) still reside in Michi
gan. The couple didn't feel it was
the right time to take the children
from school, so the rest of the Suhr
family will not move to New Jer
sey until after this school year.
As far as his future, Suhr has
several interests. Being a head
coach is one of them, but he is in no
hurry.
"What I've tried to do is be the
best assistant coach that I can pos

Together again. Suhr and his former coach at MSC Ollie Gelston
spoke last week at The Meadowlands Arena after a Nets practice.
"I've had a great time coaching
players like Dominique Wilkins
(most talented), Isiah Thomas
(most competitive), Dennis Rodman (most unique), Joe Dunrars
(greatest pleasure to coach), Doc
Rivers, and Bill Laimbeer. When
I first came into the league, I was in
awe of the players, but then you
realize that they’re just like every
body else," Suhr stated.
Suhr has fun since he's returned
to New Jersey, but he's been very
busy. He is presently living with
his mother in Fair Lawn because
he hasn't had the proper amount of
time to look for a house.
"The only tough thing for me
right now is being away from my
family. We're very close, so it's

sibly be. I've always remained
extremely loyal to the coach and
organization that I've worked for.
However, I know that I am pre
pared to be a head coach in this
league," said Suhr.
"It's all about being the right
guy for the right job at the right
time," Suhr noted.
"I’ve also prepared myself to be
a general manager in this league
and that’s also an area that I'm
interested in," he said.
"I want to stay involved in this
league for the rest of my working
life and hopefully things will work
out that way," said Suhr.
If only everyone had the
attitutude and work ethic that
Brendan Suhr does.
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Indoor track and field preps for The Seton Hall Games
Red Hawks use CTC Relays as gauge to measure season*s outlook
b y M ark A la n B elnay
Next week, the MSC indoor
track and field team will visit Seton
Hall for the second consecutive
week with one thing on their
agenda. Leaving an indelible im
pression upon the myriad of ath
letes that will be traveling from
around the country to compete in
the Seton Hall Games.
This is a major invitational meet
that includes athletes from all lev
els of track and field . The field of
athletes attending ranges from high
school superstars to Olympic quali
fiers. Somewhere among them will
be M SC’s best, hoping to make
their mark in a field of incredible
talent.
This past weekend served as “a
feeler” according to head coach
John Blanton. The MSC made it’s

initial visit to Seton Hall's campus
to compete in the CTC Relays.
The Red Hawks' goal at the CTCs
was to gauge this season’s team in
terms of overall talent and depth.
Many of the veterans, most no
tably Dewayne Stevens and Wayne
Dennis, sat out the competition so
that the coaches could take a look
at the new faces on the team.
John Brennan impressed his
teammates by running the 5000meter individual, a race teammate
Wayne Dennis classified as “the
race nobody, and I mean nobody,
wants to run.” Brennan’s perfor
mance was strong enough to set a
new school record in the race. A
second school record was sur
passed in the m en’s long jump
relay, where Neal Ruiz, coming
off of a long football season, and

Three MSC men's soccer
players honored
Three MSC men's soccer play
ers were awarded this past week
for their performances in 1992.
Junior sweeper Dora Bucci and
se n io r m id fie ld e r F ernando
Barboto were both named to the
Division III Mid-Atlantic Region
AJI-America First Team by the
N ational S oceccr C oaches of
America Association. Theduowas
also named to the All-State first
team in the college division.
S op h o m o re forw ard E rik
Neubart was named second team
All-State and second team Re
gional All-American.
These three players helped lead
the Red Hawks to a 14-5 record
this season, as well as their fourth

straight NCAA tournament bid.
M SC head coach R ob
Chesneywas thrilled about his play
ers being reegonized. "They were
the heart o f our team. They really
deserved all o f this because they
worked so bard," he said.
"The best part is that I get two
of them back for next year," boasted
Chesney, who was named Coach
of the Year by the state.
Last month the NJAC named
Bucci, Barbato and Neubart to its
first team.
Senior goalkeeper Mark Wil
liams and junior defender Hugo
Munoz were named to the NJACs
second team for their efforts.

-Montdarion Sports

W restling's Sloan captures
first place at 177 lbs. in
Coast Guard Tourney
by Nicole Festa
The MSC wrestling team, who
competed in the Coast Guard Tour
nament this past weekend (Dec. 4
and 5), received a tremendous per
formance from senior All-Ameri
can James Sloan. The 5 ’10” 177pound grappler was the only Red
Hawk to take a first place honor in
the tournament.
However, it did not come with
out a struggle. In the final match,
Sloan narrowly defeated Mark
Frushtone of Central Connecticut
by the score of 3-2. “It was a very
tight match, but he wrestled very
conservative, and pulled out a great
victory,” said head coach Steve
Strellner about Sloan’s victory.
Besides Slaon, there was one
other Red Hawk wrestler who
placed in this weekend’s tourna
ment. Sean Me Learie, who turned
in another good perform ance,
placed in the heavyweight divi
sion.
*

The next challenge the Red
Hawks will face is this Sat., Dec.
12, on the road at the East
Stroudsburg Toumament in Penn
sylvania. The Red Hawks will be
joined by Wagner College as well
as East Stroudsburg University.
Strellner believes that the Red
Hawks have a good shot in this
tournament. “We should be able to
beat Wagner, but as far as East
Stroudsburg, it will be nip and
tuck,” he said.
Just aremiiklerto all those wres
tling fans on campus, the Red
Hawks have conference home
matches taking place during winterbreak. They will take onRutgers
Camden on Sat., Jan. 9 at2 p.m. in
Panzer Gymnasium . Then on
Wed., Jan. 20 they'll battle RutgersNewark.alsoinPanzerGym. Also,
do not forget about the MSC Clas
sic at Panzer Gym on Wed., Dec.
23 at 11 a.m.

Mike Scott took first place among
a talented field.
The m en’s sprint medley team
ran a strong race, but according to
Neal Ruiz, who ran the 200-meter
leg of the medley, “We didn’t ran
up to our potential.” Ernest John
son ran the initial leg o f the race
with a400-meter with Barry Camhi
running a 200-meter in the third
leg and Jenabu Williams anchor
ing the race with an 800-meter.
In addition to the strong perfor
mance by the medley team the
1600 meter team, including Ernest
Johnson and Jenabu Williams, took
first in their heat rounding out the
strong overall performance by the
men’s team. The day was consid
ered one of "experimentation" by
Blanton and his staff.
On the women’s side the dis

tance medley team led by Sharon
Lindo and Rhonda Westbrook took
second place behind the host team
o f the competition, S ett» Hall.
Lindo was happy with the re
sults of the race when she said,
“For the first race of the season the
results were good.”
The women’s 1600-meter re
lay team also took second this past
week with a team comprised of
LisaBillinghurst, Shantay Brame,
Lindo, and Westbrook.
Running the women’s equiva
lent to the 5000 meter that John
Brennan ran, Maria Tchinchinian
ran a strong race in the 3000-meter.
With the competition that the MSC
team will be facing next week per
formances such as these will have
to be commonplace if the team ’s
goal is to be met.

Returning for next week’s com
petition are two of M SC’s most
potent weapons. Dewayne Stevens,
a National Champion in the 400meter, and Wayne Dennis an AllAmerican in cross country at Essex
Community College, are both look
ing forward to running this week
against the best the country has to
offer.
Blanton is trying to keep his
team focused because he knows
the level of competition they will
be facing.
He has made it clear to the team
that, “This week there is no play
ing around.” He is confident that
the team will perform well and
made it quite clear when he offered
this remark regarding his team,
“We have small numbers, but we
carry a big stick.”

N .F.L . P icks: W eek 15

George Calle, Managing Editor:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

x-Phoenix -3 over N.Y. Giants. Ah, to kick a team when it's down.
Indianapolis +5 1/2 over x-N.Y. Jets. Last week's emotional victory drained the Jets.
x-Tampa Bay over Atlanta in a pick'em. The Bucs have to make up for last week.
Cleveland -2 1/2 over x-Detroit. The Lions are a hurtin' unit.
x-Miami -6 over L.A. Raiders. Things will turn around for my Dolphins.

Rob Campos, Editor-In-Chief of The Anarchist Syndicate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

N.Y. Giants +3 over x-Phoenix. The Giants aren't that bad, are they?
x-N.Y. Jets -5 1/2 over Indianapolis. Two in a row. It's possible.
Atlanta over x-Tampa Bay in a pick'em. After last week, never take the Bucs.
Philadelphia -10 over x-Seattle. The Seahawks are terrible.
L.A. Raiders +6 over x-Miami. The Raiders never lose on Monday Night jFootball.

Keith A. Idee, Sports Editor
1. x-Phoenix -3 over N.Y. Giants. The Cardinals are favored for the first time this year.
Things have really gone sour for the soon-to-be Ray Handley-less Giants.
2. x-N.Y. Jets -5 1/2 over Indianapolis. Emotion will once again carry the Jets to a win.
3. San Francisco -5 over x-Minnesota. This is a big test for the jVikings, but the 49ers are
the best team in football right now. Ask the Vikings on Sunday night, they'll tell you.
4. Pittsburgh -3 1/2 over x-Chicago. The Bears have shown no signs of life. It will continue.
5. Green B a y +7 over x-Houston. Favre to Sharpe. Touchdown! You'll hear that a few times.
Kevin Schwoebel, Prophet Bigg:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

N. Y.Giants +3 over x-Phoenix. At this point, who really cares.
Indianapolis +5 1/2 over x-N.Y. Jets. No way they win two straight.
x-Kansas City -16 1/2 over New England. Take anyone over the Patsies.
x-Seattle +10 over Philadelphia. Hawks are more vicious than Eagles.
New Orleans -5 1/2 over x-L.A. Rams. Saints are preparing for a Super Bowl run.

Bob Wintermute, Managing Editor o f The Anarchist Syndicate:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

N.Y. Giants +3 over x-Phoenix. Oh, what the hell!
x-N.Y.Jets-5 1/2 over Indianapolis. Ditto!
Dallas +3 over x-Washington. Count on the Cowboys to get the NFC home field advantage.
Pittsburgh -3 1/2 overx-Chicago. Ditka should check himself into Fair Oaks.
x-Miami -6 over L.A. Raiders. Gotta' go with Calle and pick the fish.

x-denotes home team
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A VIEW
FRON THE
PRESSBOX
by Keith A. Idee

ust doesn appeal to
in this country
When you think of the "big
three" in professional sports, you
generally don’t think of hockey.
You think of football, basket
ball, and baseball. This concept
arises with good reason.
Hockey doesn't appeal to the
masses in the United Slates.
Stay with me here. In every
city in America there are plenty of
indoor and outdoor basketball
courts as well as baseball fields. It
doesn't take much more than an
open field or lot to put together a
game of football.
To play hockey as a child growingup.youeitherhave to belong to
a league, live where frozen ponds
me possible or have enough money
to rent a rink with your friends.
Unfortunately, far too many
people are not in llie above men
tioned situations. Thus, most
people never get to experience
hockey first hand.
As far as genuinely appreciat
ing a sport goes, you must have at
one time or another participated ip
; that sport.
I doubt that there are too many
people out diere that have never
shot a basket, caught a football or
look a swing with a baseball bat.
I’m sure that those people are

far outnumbered by the amount of
people who have never stepped on
the ice to play hockey.
For those of you who are won
dering, street hockey just isn't the
same.
Hockey isn't exactly a geo
graphic gold mine either. People
who live in southern states are out
in the cold when it comes to hockey.
Aside from the expansion Tampa
Bay Lightning, no southern state
has a professional hockey team.
Also, for the most part, minori
ties have no interest in the game.
That's one of its major downfalls.
The NHL is partially at fault
for the sport’s lack of appeal be
cause it doesn't market itself prop
erly.
Wayne Gretzky is as much to
hockey as Michael Jordan is to
basketball. Yet, he is not marketed
that way. He should be out there
endorsing everything possible.
Even lower level stars in the
other three sports pop up in a vari
ety of television and radio spots.
When was the last time you
saw Mark Messier, Mario Lemeiux
orBrett Hull endorse a majorproduct? That all stems from a lack of
promotion and interest.
The fact that the NHL does not
have a network television contract

In the b l e a c h e r s ...

“ I don’t know, Larry. Maybe it’s time to hang up my
spikes. I don’t want to be one of those players who
hang around too long.”

doesn't do wonders for the game's
popularity either.
People who don't have cable
simply can't watch hockey unless
they go to a game. It’s likely that
someone who doesn't have cable
isn't going to be blowing money on
hockey games.
Even people who have cable
weren't adequately exposed to
hockey until this year when the
ESPN contract went into effect.
The only time hockey takes this
country by storm is when our team
is competing in the Winter Olym
pics. To be in the national spot
light once every four years just
isn't enough.
These problems have plagued
the league and the game for years,
but still nobody has come up with
any answers.
Hockey players are extremely
talented athletes, but they will al
ways be overlooked by the public.
The game is exciting and fun to
watch, but until it changes its im
age it will always play fourth fiddle
to the big three.

Calling the shots
The Yankees absolutely stole
Jim Abbot from the Angels. J.T.
Snow has star potential,but just
didn't fit into the Yankees' plans.
Russ Springer and G erry Neilsen
can both be productive players in
the majors, but not stars. None of
the three have ever proved that
they could be quality major leagu
ers. Abbot is one of the top five
left-handers in baseball and is only
25-years old. What’s even more
scary is that if the Yankees sign
Greg M addux, they'll have him,
Abbot, and Melido Perez as their
top three starters. Quality pitching
intheBronx. Never thought I'd see
the day It's no wonder that M arv
Levy can't lead his Buffalo Bills to
a Super Bowl victory. After his
squad was upset by the Jets this
weekend, Levy was asked if he
thought that emotion involved with
the Dennis Byrd situation helped
carry the Jets to victory. He
responded, "I don't think it was that
much of a factor." People really
aren’t that stupid, are they?.... Some
organizations in professional sports
seem to be destined to be losers.

T hursday, D ecem ber

The Tampa Bay Bucaneers are one
of those organizations. This past
Sunday night, the Bucs had a 27-3
halftime lead over the L.A.Rams.
They managed to get shut out, 280 in the second half and lost 3127. What possible excuse could be
given for this lack of heart and
concentration? The game was a
good opportunity for the Bucs to
show a national television audi
ence that they are capable of be
coming a quality football team,but.
they blew it. Sam Wyche must be
smacking himself silly for taking
the Tampa Bay head coaching
job.....Why can’t people just be
honest? B arry Bonds didn't sign
with the San Francisco Giants be
cause he always dreamed of play
ing with them. He signed with
them because they were the first
ones to come with the six-year,
$43 million contract that he and his
agent demanded. If the Yankees
would have budged and given him
a sixth year, he would have signed
with them. And where does he get
off saying that the Yankees aren't
committed to winning? If he would
have signed with them, he'd be
saying that they were the greatest
organization
under
the
sun.... Additionally, itdoesn'tmat-

10,1992

ter that the Giants have Will Clark,
Matt Williams, and Bonds in the
heart of their lineup because they
still don't have any pitching. Look
for them to be no higher than the
middle of the pack in the National
League West unless they add some
good arms.... It's a safe bet to say
that Jim Leyland isn't a happy
camper in Pittsburgh.. In the last
two sesons, he's lost Bonds, Bobby
Bonilla, Doug D rabek, Jo h n
Smiley, Danny Jackson, Steve
Buchelle, Jose Lind, Sid Bream
and two National League Champi
onship Series. Just when you
thought things were bad for you.
The Pirates are in bad shape.....The
Duke Blue Devils proved once
again that they are the best team in
college basketball. Even though
it's real early in the season, Duke
proved that they are still a better
team than Michigan when push
comes to shove.....Finally, if any
one has seen Eddie M urphy's new
video, "If I Was A King", they are
probably just as confused as I am.
A couple of quick questions. What
is Murphy saying in this song?
Does he know how bad that song
is? And, how the hell did he hook
up with Shabba R anks?.....Have
a nice break.

MSC S p o r t s S c h e d u l e
Saturday, Dec. 12:
Wrestling (away) East Stroudsburg Tournament, 2 p.m.
Women’s basketball (home) vs. Jersey City State, 5 p.m.
Men’s basketball (home) vs. Jersey City State, 7 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 13:
Indoor track and field (away) Seton Hall Games, TBA
Monday, Dec. 14:
Women's basketball (home) vs. Bridgeport, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 23:
Wrestling (home) MSC Classic, 11 a.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 6:
Women’s basketball (home) vs. Stockton State, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Jan.9:
Wrestling (home) vs. Rutgers Camden, 2 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 10:
Women's basketball (away) vs. Lock Haven, 2 p.ra.
Monday, Jan. 11:
Men’s basketball (away) vs. Lehman, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 13;
Swimming (away) vs. Stony Brook, 5 p.m.
Women’s basketball (home) vs. Kean, 6 p.m.
Men's basketball (home) vs. Kean, 8 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 14:
Wrestling (away) vs. Hunter, 6 p.ra.
Friday, Jan. 15:
Women’s basketball (away) vs. Rutger Camden, 5:30 p.m.
Men's basketball (away) vs. Rutgers Camden, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 16:
Swimming (home) vs. Rowan, 2 p.m.
Indoor track and field (away) Lehigh Ittvitationals, TBA
Wrestling (away) Cortland Dual Challenge, TBA
Tuesday, Jan. 19:
Swimming (home) vs. U.S. Merchant Marine Academy, 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 20:
Women’s basketball (away) vs. Rutgers Newark, 5:30 p.m.
Wrestling (home) vs. Rutgers Newark, 7 p.m.
Men's basketball (away) vs. Rutgers Newark, 7:30 p.m.
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Men’s basketball stuns
Stockton State, 53-48
by Michael Frasco
On Sat., Dec. 5 at Panzer Gym
the Red Hawks pulled off a huge
upset over Stockton State College,
53-48.
MSC used an 18-5 run late in
the game to snap a 14-game losing
streak to the Ospreys. The last time
MSC defeated Stockton was in
1985, by a 84-80 score.
Trailing 43-35 with 5:26 left in
the game, MSC went on an 8-0 run
to knot the score at 43-43, capped
by a Lee Mullins three-point jumper
with 2:56 left. After Stockton re
gained the lead 44-43 on a Dean
Miller free throw, MSC point guard
Greg Fowler then sank a ten foot
jumper, giving the Red Hawks a
45-44 lead. Fowlerthen hit the front
end o f a onc-and-one, putting MSC
up 46-44.
After Stockton’s Jermaine Clay
lied the game at 46-46 with 1:13
left on a lay up, MSC forward Keith
Hines hit a hook shot with 0:43 left,
putting the Red Hawks ahead for
good at 48-46.

MSC then pulled away with
three free throw s from Dean
Spinogatti and Chris Jackson to
make it a 51-46 MSC lead. Joe
Farina then hit two free throws for
the Ospreys to close the gap to 5148. However, M SC ’s Garland
Gillette sealed the victory with two
free throws of his own with :02 left
to close out the 53-48 victory.
Mullins led the Red Hawk scor
ing attack with 19 points. Fowler
had nine points and 11 rebounds
and Spinogatti had nine points and
four steals.
The victory was important tothe
MSCprogram. "It was a great win,
we needed it," said Mullins.
Chris Mitchell paced Stockton
with 14 points.
M SCdidn’t fare as well against
the William Paterson Pioneers on
Wed., Dec. 2, as WPC used the 24
points o f Conley to defeat MSC
68-60. Lee Mullins’tenpoints and
Keith Hines’ eight rebounds kept
MSC close, as it trailed just 31-28
at the end of the first half.

However, seven minutes into
the second half MSC found itself
down44-34. The Red Hawks, down
52-38 w ith 10:34 rem aining,
clawed back into the contest with
the scoring of Keith Hines, who
had nine points in the last five min
utes.
MSC came to within 65-60 on a
Hines hook shot, but it was too
little too late as just :12 remained.
Three free throws by the Pioneers
(3-1, 2-1 NJAC) closed out the
scoring at 68-60.
Mullins netted 16 points to lead
all scorers and Hines chipped in
eight.
HAW K NOTES...MSC cur
ren tly stands at 3-5 (2-2
NJAC)...Mullins was named to the
M etro New Jersey-N ew York
Honor Roll for his excellence last
week...The 6'3" senior from Or
ange currently leads the team in
scoring at 19.9 ppg...After Dec.
12's game with Jersey City State,
MSC doesn't play again until
Jan.l 1. Theyshould be well-rested.

Women's hoops drops Dial Classic
Final for first time in eight years
by Lisa McCormack
The MSC women's basketball
team was defeated by St. Joseph's
(Maine) College, 75-66 in the Dial
Classic Final on Sat., Dec. 5 at
Panzer Gymnasium.
The loss marked the first time in
eight years that the Red Hawks
have not been crowned champions
of the Dial Classic.

MSC (2-5, 0-3 NJAC) gel be
hind early in this one and trailed
37-25 at halftime.
The second half was a different
story. The Red hawks staged a
furious comeback, with the help of
a 19-4 run that tied the game 60-60
with 1:56 remaining in the game.
The game went into overtime
at 62-62, but the Red Hawks effort
fell short. St. Joseph's dominated

Senior guard Kim Barnes uses a crossover dribble to get to the hoop.

the extra session, at one point go
ing on a 9-0 tun. That proved to be
too much for MSC to handle.
Senior center Shannon Shaffer
led the way for the Red Hawks,
dropping in 18 points and grabbing
15 rebounds. Senior guard Jeanine
Mullahy added 10 points, eight
steals and six assists for MSC.
Sheri McCarthy, the tournament
MVP led St. Joseph’s with a careerhigh 28 points.
Head coach Alice DeFazio felt
that the loss was a growing experi
ence. "We have to learn from our
losses. The important thing for us
is to put together two solid halves
of basketball. We can’t keep put
ting ourselves in big holes and ex
pect to win games," said the sec
ond-year coach.
The Red Hawks got to the final
by crushing Lincoln (Pa.) Univer
sity ,92-29 on Fri., Dec. 4.
MSC used superior teamwork
to come up with 31 steals and 28
assists. The Red Hawks also re
ceived their usual standout effort
from Shaffer in the win. She scored
22 points and grabbed 16 rebounds.
DeFazio knows what her team
needs to do following the tough
loss. "I’d like for us to go into the
break at 5-5. That’s our goal for
now," she said.
The Red Hawks will take on
Jersey City State (12/12) and the
University of Bridgeport (12/14)
before breaking until Jan. 6.

Senior guard Garland Gillette goes up with a put-back after a
rebound in an New Jersey Athletic Conference contest.

Red Hawk swimmers
sweep dual meet
by Karen Plumstead
The MSC women’s swimming
team moved to 4-2 after defeating
conference rival Rutgers Camden
49-14 on Dec. 1 in Camden.
Head coachBrian McLaughlin
had the opportunity to juggle the
line-up to allow some diversity.
McLaughlin stated, “The Rutgers
meet was a relaxing competition,
which was most welcomed after
our series of challenging meets.”
RebeccaGolden, AdrianMata,
SaraDobol, and Michelle Opalka
dominated the 200-medley relay.
Golden also drowned out her
co m p etitio n in the 50-yard
freestyle and 100-y ard backstroke
events. Opalka also fimnsbedwith
a triple win, placing first in the
500- yard and 1000-yard freestyle
competitions.
Tbeever-dtetermtoed Maureen
"Moe" Moriando sprang to vic
tory in the 500 and 1000-yard
freestyle events.
The Red Hawks were also im
pressive in the diving competi
tions.
Junior Mary Bleiginier
showed o ff her skills by winning
the one-meter required diving
competition.
S ophom ore A nn N icholas
added to the list o f victories by
dominating the200-yard freestyle
race. The women are looking to
head in the break withaS-2record.

That would entail a victory in a
challenging away meet against
Kutztown University.
The men were also victorious
in the Rutgers Camden meet by
defeating their NJAC foe, 58-38.
The win improved die MSC men
to 2-3. The 200-medley was domi
nated by the MSC men as well.
M ark A rnold,
L o u is
PellisierJPaulo Madeira and Pat
Cheney harmonized together to
pull this one out for the Red Hawks.
Captain Andrew Mftzakpolled
his weight by winm n|fhe 1000yaid freestyle and lw -yardbntterfly contests.
Madeira followed suit by de
feating his competition in the 200yard individual medley and 100yard breaststroke events.
Arnold also seized a victory in
the 100-yaid backstroke.
As a result of this dual meet
victory, McLaughlin can’t wait for
his team to hit the water again. “I
am very ex cited about the
KotJortown meet. It’s one of the
most challenging of the season,"
be said.
MSC will meet Kutztown for
the showdown of strength on Dec.
9 The m en’s and women’s teams
will compete in a series of meets
over the winter break. Look for
them in the M SC Sports Schedule
on page 39.

